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Changing the face of manufacturing!
“For advanced
manufacturing to accelerate
and thrive in the country, it
will require the active
participation of
manufacturing communities,
educators, workers, and
businesses, along with the
state and central
governments”

Manufacturing is a matter of fundamental importance to the economic strength of our
country. More than any other industry, a globally competitive manufacturing sector translates
inventions, research discoveries, and new ideas into better or novel products or processes.
However, the uncertain economic conditions are posing enormous challenges to the
manufacturing sector, due to which leadership in manufacturing and, as a consequence,
innovation performance are at risk.
On the other hand, advanced manufacturing technology is changing the face of
manufacturing, making it leaner and smarter—and raising the prospect of an industrial
revival. From the digitisation of equipment, processes, and organisations to materials with
custom-designed properties, a host of new designs, production, and business capabilities are
opening the way to the new types of manufacturing, referred to, collectively, as advanced
manufacturing. It is providing the path forward to revitalise the leadership in manufacturing,
and in the near future, will best support economic productivity and ongoing knowledge
production and innovation in the country.
Advanced manufacturing is not limited to emerging technologies; rather, it is composed
of efficient, productive, highly integrated, tightly controlled processes across a spectrum of
globally competitive manufacturers and suppliers. For advanced manufacturing to accelerate
and thrive in the country, it will require the active participation of manufacturing communities,
educators, workers, and businesses, along with state and central governments.
I am happy that EM has been quite successful so far in its role of educating its readers,
providing them with a comprehensive overview of the multi-faceted developments in the
manufacturing technology world, in every issue. Hope you will find this issue too a useful
and interesting read, as always!
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Hans Bangert appointed as Bosch Rexroth India’s MD

DMG MORI organises Innovation Day

Hans Bangert has been recently appointed as Bosch Rexroth’s Managing
Director in India, headquartered in Ahmedabad. Bangert comes from Bosch
Rexroth Denmark, the regional subsidiary Nordic,
where he was the Managing Director. Bangert will
concentrate on driving growth for Bosch Rexroth
in India by focusing on different market segments,
relevant to the company. He joined Bosch in 1982
and has since then successfully established and
led many innovative projects. He has held several
positions at both Bosch and Rexroth and has a
broad experience in leading product development,
technology development, production and
Bangert will concentrate
manufacturing processes at various divisions of
on driving growth for
the company. During a career span of over 33
Bosch Rexroth in India
years, he has served as Managing Director,
worldwide in various Bosch Group companies.
Bosch Rexroth India offers its customers all drive and control technologies
such as industrial hydraulics, mobile hydraulics, pneumatics, linear motion
and assembly technology, electric drives and control. The company
recorded a turnover of ` 7,260 million in 2014.

DMG MORI recently hosted the IGA Innovation Day at the Iga Campus,
Germany. At the event, the company
unveiled the IGA solution centre,
which has been remodeled to become
one of the world’s largest machine
tool exhibition sites. With more than
8,900 visitors, the 4-day event held
cutting-edge technology seminars
on automation, 5-axis machines,
The 4-day event held cutting-edge
automotive & aircraft-related topics,
technology seminars on automation and
future oriented technical
information from machining issues to
advanced technologies to help customers improve their business and
skills. Also, 58 cutting-edge machines were presented on show, with the
latest case examples for various industries including automotive, aircraft,
construction machinery, medical equipment, die & mould, and energy
fields. As for the world premiere model LASERTEC 4300 3D, DMG MORI
performed live demonstrations using its new original technique that
combines the powder nozzle method in which metal powder and laser are
simultaneously injected to generate metal deposits, with turning/milling.

> MORE@CLICK EM01786 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

> MORE@CLICK EM01787 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

CEO speak session on the fundamental requirements of leadership
The CII Naoroji Godrej Centre of Excellence recently organised a CEO speak the leadership aspect of safety.”
session with Anant J Talaulicar,
Explaining the fundamental requirements
Chairman,
CII
Manufacturing
of leadership, Talaulicar opined, “The
Council & Vice Chairman, Cummins
fundamental requirement of leadership is
Inc and Chairman & MD, Cummins
to care for people. So, a good co-relation
India Group, along with Jamshyd
between a leader and other members in a
Godrej, Chairman & MD, Godrej &
team is required, else the leader will
Boyce Manufacturing Company
become an administrator. Co-relating
Limited at Vikhroli, Mumbai.
performance and leadership is vital. It is
Godrej moderated the discussion,
an appropriate model for leadership.”
where Talaulicar presented his
According to Talaulicar, five-dimensional
company’s leadership insights and
axis for an authentic leadership includes
shared thoughts on fundamental
value & personality, skill, team-orientation
requirements
of
leadership.
and development. “A leader should make
According to Godrej, “It is important
decisions as teams. Role modelling and
to direct teams in the right way and From L to R: Sandhya Satwadi of CII, Jamshyd Godrej & Anant J Talaulicar
champaigning is also essential,” he
understand how different systems during the session on the fundamental requirements of leadership
believes. “When considering safety, it
work in different situations and
leads to conflicts. Some leaders over-use
cultures.”
it and some under-use them. This should be corrected,” he adds.
When asked what it takes to create leaders within organisations, Talaulicar An interaction session followed, where interesting questions like recruiting
suggested that performance ethics, ability to express & behave in the right the right person and incorporating best practices for efficient leadership
way are the key elements to an appropriate management environment. qualities were discussed. Around 80 people were part of the discussion.
> MORE@CLICK EM01788 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
Adding further, he said, “One should focus on physiological safety, which is
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Klüber Lubrication India inaugurates facility at Mysore

Hypertherm expands robotic capabilities

Klüber Lubrication, a part of the Freudenberg Chemical Specialities (FCS),
recently inaugurated its state-of-the-art laboratories, production and
warehousing facilities in their existing
site at Mysore. The new facility has been
built with an investment of ` 135 crores
and will cater to various applications in
the automotive, food, cement, steel,
textile, and general industries for both
domestic as well as global markets.
Spread across 17,000 sq metres on a site
The facility will cater to various
of around 40,000 sq metres, the expanded
applications in automotive, food,
facilities claim to become the biggest of
cement, steel, textile industries
its kind in the FCS world. It will have
manufacturing facilities for speciality
lubricating oils, greases, pastes, aerosols and release agents across Klüber
Lubrication, OKS and Chem-Trend brands. “To serve the markets we are in,
we need quick response time, advanced R&D and test capabilities to meet
the changing requirements of the industry. Our new facility will help us in
doing this and be closer to our customers,” said Jagadesh Rudriah Channiah,
Director—Production & Technology, Klüber Lubrication India.

Jabez Technologies, creators of software to simplify complex robotic
programming is joining Hypertherm
to make it easier for companies to
utilise robots for manufacturing
applications. “A growing trend
towards
lean
and
flexible
manufacturing is resulting in the
expanded use of robotics in our
served industries. Manufacturers
The collaboration will make it
realise that robots are increasingly
easier for robotic programmers &
critical to produce higher quality
integrators to achieve optimal results products at a lower cost, and to
achieve the speed and flexibility
needed to remain competitive,” said Evan Smith, President & CEO,
Hypertherm. Jabez Technologies specialises in simplifying complex
robotic programming for 3D shapes, particularly in high-mix manufacturing
environments. “Hypertherm’s vision regarding the future of industrial
robotics as well as the cultural alignment between our companies made a
perfect and natural fit,” explained Chahe Bakmazjian, Founder & President,
Jabez Technologies.

> MORE@CLICK EM01789 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

> MORE@CLICK EM01790 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

Showcasing modular concepts at EMO Milano 2015
EMAG will showcase a range of modular machines at the EMO Milano different machining technologies can often use identical components,
2015 to be held on Oct 5-10, 2015. This includes the classic VL vertical that drastically reduces warehousing costs for spare parts. The compact
turning machines for chucked parts,
design of the machines is also
VT series for shafts, VL 4 H vertical
standardised, creating a small
gear hobbing machine, VLC 100 C
footprint due to the integrated
vertical chamfering machine, VLC 100
automation system. The way the
GT vertical turning and grinding
machines are linked differs from case
centre, induction hardening units in
to case, the customer can choose
the MIND series from eldec, laser
from a wide range of automation
welding systems in ELC series and
modules perfectly tailored to the
ECM machines.
modular machines.
The basic thought behind the modular
TrackMotion automation system is
concept was to develop a machine
another development, which combines
type that enables production planners
the previous concept of conveyor
to develop manufacturing lines easier
belts, pick-and-place units and
than ever before, while also delivering The modular machines share the same basic design based on a strategy to
changers in an automation solution. It
the familiar EMAG precision and use identical components in all of them
is a track system with a gripper
productivity. The result is a machine
system mounted on it positioned
concept that combines the established strengths of the company’s behind the machines to transport the parts. This gripper system, known
machines, namely their integrated pick-up automation and proven as TransLift, replaces the conveyor belt, pick-and-place units and turnmachining quality.
overs and requires very little space. This system is also completely
The modular machines share the same basic design based on a strategy modular, and can be expanded as required.
> MORE@CLICK EM01791 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
to use identical components in all of them. Even machines, which feature
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CII organises the 7th VLFM programme

Voortman Steel Machinery establishes its Indian operations

The 7th VLFM Learning Convention (Visionary Leaders for Manufacturing)
programme was recently held under
the auspices of Champions of Societal
Manufacturing organised by CII at
Mumbai. Calling the apex technology
and management institutes in India
to document their innovations by
patenting them, Amitabh Kant,
Secretary DIPP, GOI, said that 22% of
the patents filed from India are done
The program discussed that India has
by Indian companies, while 78% by
the ability to do frugal engineering
multinational companies operating
from India. Sharing instances of
innovation by global conglomerates operating in India, Amitabh Kant said,
“Renault has designed a car for the global market from Chennai and
General Motors is now trying to do the same in Talegaon. Daimler in
Chennai is making trucks not for Indian markets but for global markets.
Thus, India has the ability to do frugal engineering.” Under the 1000 VSME
component of the VLFM program, CII is now moving to the next level
where the supply chain is developed in a holistic manner.

Ferromatik Milacron has been recently felicitated with the 12th national
award for excellence in cost
management under the category of
private manufacturing: organisation
(medium). The company has initiated
various practices like 5S initiative,
productivity improvement, six sigma,
material movement cost, energy
The company has initiated 5S initiative, conservation and water conservation
productivity improvement, six sigma, to achieve cost reduction. On
material movement cost, etc.
receiving the award, Vinod Bhalavat,
CFO, Ferromatik Milacron India, said,
“Various start-ups towards the achievement of cost management is not
only helping us to save resources, but also creating a long-term sustainable
environment. The overall reduction in cost also allows us to pass on the
benefits to our customers.” Milacron is a global leader in the manufacture,
distribution and service of highly engineered and customised systems
within the plastic technology and processing industry. It is the only global
company with a full-line product portfolio that includes hot runner systems,
injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion equipment.

> MORE@CLICK EM01792 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Increase in Taiwan machine tool exports to India
Trade between India and Taiwan is increasing rapidly with Taiwan’s prices, integration and constant innovation, and continuous value addition.
machine tools exports to India growing by 11.6% in the first two quarters In future, we expect the Taiwanese products to help speed up India’s
of 2015. This comes in the wake of the overall Taiwan–India bilateral manufacturing energy and make a significant contribution to the ‘Make in
trade touching US$ 2.108 billion in the
India’ initiative,” he said at the recently
first five months of 2015. Taiwanese
held Delhi Machine Tools Expo 2015.
exports to India contributed US$ 1.28
At the expo, the bureau of foreign trade
billion, while imports from India
had organised an event ‘Taiwan
touched US$ 828 million.
machine tools speed up a better India’,
According to Lee Guann-Jyh, Director,
implemented by the Taiwan External
Taipei Economic and Cultural Centre in
Trade Development Council (TAITRA).
India, Economic Division, there is a
Also, five Taiwanese companies Tongtai
clear-cut synergy between the needs
Machine & Tool Co Ltd, She Hong
of the Indian manufacturing sector and
Industrial Co Ltd, Chien Wei Precise
the special characteristics of the
Technology Co Ltd, MEGA Machine Co
Taiwanese machine tool industry. “As
Ltd and Fair Friend Enterprise Co Ltd
the world’s fourth largest exporter of
launched their products in India.
machine tools and component, machine
Taiwan, now, has become increasingly
tools in Taiwan can offer products to a According to Lee Guann-Jyh, establishing good economic and trade
keen on investing in India. Currently,
broad range of industries, including relationships with India has always been the goal of Taiwan
there are more than 80 Taiwanese
aerospace, automobiles, computers,
companies in India. Many Taiwanese
energy, medical equipment as well as precision mould. The strengths of companies have successfully expanded their business in the fields of
Taiwanese machine tools products include excellent quality, reasonable electronics, machinery, food and textiles.
> MORE@CLICK EM01794 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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“Machines should have optimum
number of elements”
Santosh M Prabhu, Managing Partner, Tool Grinding Technologies Inc, in this interaction
with Megha Roy, discusses the basic parameters to monitor a machine’s competitiveness,
while highlighting the company’s innovations in tool grinding technologies
How is the scenario in the machine tool market, grinding
in particular, in terms of demand, technology development,
competition, and changing customer requirements?
The market is sluggish currently, but the demand will come back
when there is inevitability in the market. The situation where
there are customers’ requirements for high-accuracy machines
& quick supplies will generate the demand. With rapid changes
in technology and competition, end-users are opting for highperformance tools that can eliminate manual
intervention and reduce cycle times. This is
resulting in a faster technology upgradation.
Today, the basic qualifying parameters to
monitor a machine’s competitiveness are
quality, service, flexibility, cost and training,
one has to deal with each of them precisely.
There has been a lot of development in the
global machine tool industry to help customers
in manufacturing process reliability. What are
your company’s innovations in this area?
Reliability of any system/process is built on
the reliability of individual parts. We cannot
build a reliable system with more number of
parts. As such, the machine should have optimum number of
elements. In our machine, we have changed the 6-axis machine
configuration to an advanced V2model, a versatile tool
grinding machine for the manufacturing and resharpening of
solid carbide and HSS tools. Here, all the machine elements
are designed using advanced 3D simulations and optimised
using latest FEA methods. Also, earlier, in rotary tables, we
used worm wheel with couplings. Now, we have replaced
them with torque motor that reduces mechanical elements,
brings reliability and eliminates wear-and-tear of the machine.
Machine covers are also important in tool grinding. So, in our
new machines, we are trying to de-lineate the machine part
and grinding zone.
TGT has got the Best Machine Tool Supplier award from Bosch, a
few years back. What do you attribute this success to?
In 1990s, Bosch tried to indigenise the machines which were
imported from Europe, but were unsuccessful. In 2006, we

16

gave them manual loading/unloading, qualifying to the final
accuracy levels. And in 2009, we were felicitated with the Best
Machine Tool Supplier award. Currently, we have around 20
machines in Bosch. We made element plunger grinding in
2006. In 2011, we took the order and in 2013, we indigenised
the current automatic European machines. It went on to
become the flagship machine. Imported and TGT machines
have similar specifications. For us, the qualifying criterion is
accuracy. We use statistical quality analysis
that has two parameters—process capability
and machine capability which are proved to
highest level.
TGT has been in the design and manufacturing
of carbide/HSS cutting tool grinding machines.
Can you brief us on the technology trends &
developments in this area?
For most automotive components, we use
carbide cutting tools. In the automobile
industry, majority of components are made
of aluminium or cast iron. Aluminium is easy
to machine. But if it is mass production, PCD
tools are used, which give a higher level of
tool life. But, transmission, axle, brake, steering column needs
carbide tools where forged steel is used as raw material. The
parameters like different types of coatings, edge preparations,
and combination of geometries lead to a higher tool-life.
Servicing and re-grinding of the tool is important too.
Can you highlight on the current challenges in the Indian
manufacturing sector? With the continuously changing demand
scenario, how do you plan to align your market strategy with the
changing market conditions?
Major challenges witnessed in the Indian manufacturing
sector include making their own machine tools, a need for
more efficiency, capital investments as well as increase in the
manpower. We, at TGT, make our own tools and machines. For
meeting the needs of different applications, we make different
machines, e.g. for rod cutting or OD grinding CNC, we can
make separate machines. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01795 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Based on our leading quality and competitive service, YG-1 has superiority in the world in terms of market share. We are manufacturers and sellers of cutting tools exporting to 75 countries around the
world. In order to provide the best quality to all customers around the world, YG-1 has established a global network system that effeciently links stocks and production plan to the sales and marketing.
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“Moving towards integrating more
servo motors into presses…”
says Rolern Lee, Deputy General Manager, DEES Hydraulic Industrial Co Ltd,
in this interaction with EM, while explaining how the hydraulic press manufacturer has
increased production orders, improved quality as well as reduced costs
What are the current trends in your industry sector?
The sheet metal market is changing and the mechanical presses
are moving towards servo design. Hydraulic presses need to
be more energy-efficient for customers. The new trend is,
therefore, moving towards integrating more servo motors into
these presses. Greater power and speed, more control, more
energy efficiency and higher productivity for presses are the
requirements in the market. A lot of hightensile materials are being pre-heated for
forming. One of the criteria for that is to have
a fast hydraulic press. So, we are building fast
presses to accommodate this market.

in your sector, globally as well as in your market?
One of our main targets is to build faster hydraulic presses.
We are spending a lot of research investment into developing
a faster hydraulic press. Most hydraulic presses run four parts
per minute – we want to double and triple this speed. We will
probably launch a new product line later this year to reflect
these new developments. We are also going to grow the press
technology that we initially built for Land
Rover. This was a very special press that uses
a servo motor as the main energy source for
the piston pump. We want to grow that part
of the business.

What are the major challenges witnessed in
your industry?
The greatest challenge for us is the Chinese
market. Without faster service, there is no
opportunity. Our strategy is to maintain this
rapid service concept and continue to support
our customers. When the new equipment
rush dies off, there will be customers needing
support on machines that they have bought
elsewhere. So, this is another opportunity for
us in China.

Can you brief us on your recent achievements
in supplying products?
We have recently delivered a 2400-tonne
double action hydraulic press to Volvo
in China. We also recently delivered a
specialised die spotting press to Land Rover/
Jaguar’s new factory in China. We have sold
two presses to Volvo, one is at its first plant
near Szechuan (a die spotting press) and
the 2400-ton double action hydraulic press
for Volvo’s Daijing factory. We are currently utilising servo
motors to increase the production capacity of our hydraulic
presses and adding accumulators to increase press speed, on
our tandem lines, for example. Every year, we submit patents
and have received more than 12 patents in the last 15 years in
China. We have devoted a lot of time and effort to become a
strong hydraulic press manufacturer and a reliable partner for
our customers.

How does R&D work in your sector?
We generally focus on tandem lines. We have allocated an R&D
budget to build a 2000-ton hydraulic press for the automotive
industry with a massive bed size of 2.6 x 5 m. We are working
on a different project for a 3-way press, where we use two sets
of servo motors to drive the left and right cylinders. Our new
product line will be based on using servo motors, but our main
focus is to use the servo motor on a 2000-ton hydraulic press,
which can be used as a stamping line. Normally, we spend less
than 2% of our annual turnover in R&D, but this new R&D
project and machine-build is going to take more than 10% of
our annual turnover.
What are the latest innovations and developments observed
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What are your future expansion plans?
Our mother company in Taiwan has bought new land and is
planning to build a new factory in 2015. This will triple the
manufacturing space available. At the beginning of 2014, we
moved to our new factory in China, which is almost double the
size of our previous factory.☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01796 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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DIGITAL TWIN

Virtual factory replication
This article introduces the concept of a “Digital Twin” as a
virtual representation of what has been produced. Compare a
Digital Twin to its engineering design to better understand
what was produced versus what was designed, tightening the
loop between design and execution.
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The Digital Twin concept model contains
three main parts: physical products in
real space, virtual products in virtual
space, and the connections of data

Virtual products are rich representations of products that
are virtually indistinguishable from their physical counterparts.
The rise of manufacturing execution systems on the factory
floor has resulted in a wealth of data collected and maintained
on the production and form of physical products. In addition,
this collection has progressed from being manually collected
and paper based to being digital and collected by a wide variety
of physical non-destructive sensing technologies, including
sensors and gauges, coordinate measuring machines, lasers,
vision systems, and white light scanning.
In light of these advances, it is timely to explore how the
Digital Twin can move from an interesting and potentially
useful concept that aids in understanding the relationship
between a physical product and its underlying information to
a critical component of an enterprise-wide closed-loop product
lifecycle. These tasks will both reduce costs and foster
innovation in manufacturing of quality products.

Digital Twin concept model
The Digital Twin concept model is shown in Figure 1. It
contains three main parts: physical products in real space,
virtual products in virtual space, and the connections of data &
information that ties the virtual and real products together.
In the decade since this model was introduced, there have
been tremendous increases in the amount, richness, and
fidelity of information of both the physical & virtual products.
On the virtual side, we have improved the amount of
information available. We have added numerous behavioural
characteristics so that we can not only visualise the product,
but we can test it for performance capabilities.
We have the ability to create lightweight versions of the
virtual model. This means that we can select the geometry,
characteristics, and attributes that we require without carrying
around unnecessary details. This dramatically reduces the size
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of the models and allows for faster processing.
These light-weight models allow today’s simulation
products to visualise and simulate complex systems and
systems of systems, including their physical behaviours, in
real-time and with acceptable compute costs.
These lightweight models also mean that the time and cost
of communicating them electronically is substantially less.
They now can be shared not only with the organisation but
also throughout the supplier network. This enhances
collaboration in both reducing time to understand and
enhancing both quality and depth of understanding of product
information and changes.
As importantly, we can simulate the manufacturing
environment that creates the product, including most
operations, both automated and manual, that constitute the
manufacturing process. These operations include assembly,
robotic welding, forming, milling, and other manufacturing
floor operations.
On the physical side, we now collect more and more
information about the characteristics of the physical product.
We can collect all types of physical measurements from
automated quality control stations, such as coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs). We can collect the data from
the machines that perform operations on the physical part to
understand exactly what operations, at what speeds and forces,
were applied. For example, we can collect the torque readings
of every bolt that attaches a fuel pump to an engine in order to
ensure that each engine/fuel pump attachment is successfully
performed.

Extending model lifespans
The amount and quality of information about the virtual
and physical product have progressed rapidly in the last decade.
The issue is that the two-way connection between real and
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Linking the physical product with the virtual
product could take the form of the 3-D model
not only appearing on the screen but also
incorporating actual dimensions from the
physical product

virtual space has been lagging behind. Global manufacturers
today either work with the physical product or with the virtual
product. We have not developed the connection between the
two products so that we can work with both of them
simultaneously.
The typical way we do this is to develop a fully annotated
3-D model. We then develop a manufacturing process that will
realise this model with a Bill of Process (BOP) and
Manufacturing Bill of Materials (MBOM). The more
sophisticated and advanced manufacturers then simulate the
production process digitally.
However, at that stage, we then simply turn over the BOP
and MBOM to manufacturing and leave the virtual models
behind. In many cases currently, we even dramatically water
down the usefulness of the model by producing 2-D blueprints
for the factory floor.
There are manufacturers who are bringing 3-D models to
the factory floor by way of terminals stationed in the work
cells. However, even here there is not real integration and
connection between the virtual model and the physical product
taking shape on the factory floor. The terminal model merely
serves as a reference, and a human has to perform the
connection between the virtual and the physical product on an
ad hoc basis.
As shown in Figure 2, linking the physical product with the
virtual product could take the form of the 3-D model not only
appearing on the screen, but also incorporating actual
dimensions from the physical product. The information of the
physical product would overlay the virtual product and
highlight differences that would need to be addressed. This
simultaneous view and comparison of the physical and virtual
product will reap major benefits, especially in the manufacturing
phase of the product.
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Digital Twin fulfillment requirements
In order to deliver the substantial benefits to be gained
from this linkage between virtual and physical products, one
solution is to have a Unified Repository (UR) that will link the
two products together.
Both virtual development tools and physical
collection tools would populate the Unified Repository. This
would enable two-way connection between the virtual and
physical product.
On the virtual tool side, design and engineering would
identify characteristics, such as dimensions, tolerances, torque
requirements, hardness measurements, etc, and place a unique
tag in the virtual model that would serve as a data placeholder
for the actual physical product. Included in the tag would be
the as-designed characteristic parameter.
When the design is released for production, these tags
would be collected from the virtual product model and used to
create the UR. A lightweight model with the tags and their
characteristics and geometrical location would also be
created.
On the physical side, these tags would be incorporated into
the MES in the Bill of Process creation at the process step
where they will be captured. As the processes were completed
on the factory floor, the MES would output the captured
characteristic to the UR.
The final step would be to incorporate this back into the
factory simulation. This would turn the factory simulation
into a factory replication application. Instead of simulating
what should be happening in the factory, the application would
be replicating what actually was happening at each step in the
factory on each product.
The factory replication application would be in constant
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The capability of the Digital Twin lets us
directly see the situation and eliminate the
inefficient and counterproductive mental steps
of decreasing the information and translating it
from visual information to symbolic information
and back to visually conceptual information

communication with the UR, picking up the latest data from
actual production and displaying it in the virtual factory.
Users could see in near real-time or even real-time,
what actually was occurring on the factory floor and view the
actual product characteristics as they were going through
production cells.

Digital Twin model use cases
The digital twin capability supports three of the
most powerful tools in the human knowledge tool-kit conceptualisation, comparison, and collaboration. Taken
together, these attributes form the foundation for the next
generation of problem solving and innovation.
Conceptualisation
Unlike computers, humans do not process information, at
least not in the sense of sequential step-by-step processing that
computers do. Instead, humans look at a situation and
conceptualise the problem and the context of the problem.
While they can do this looking at tables of numbers, reports,
and other symbolic information, their most powerful and
highest bandwidth input device is their visual sight.
What currently happens is that humans take visual
information, reduce it to symbols of numbers and letters, and
then re-conceptualise it visually. In the process, we lose a great
deal of information, and we introduce inefficiencies in time.
The capability of the Digital Twin lets us directly see the
situation and eliminate the inefficient and counterproductive
mental steps of decreasing the information and translating it
from visual information to symbolic information and back to
visually conceptual information.
With the Digital Twin to build a common perspective, we
can directly see both the physical product information and the
virtual product information, simultaneously. Instead of looking
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at a report of factory performance and re-conceptualising how
the product is moving through the individual stations, looking
at Digital Twin simulations allows us to see the progress of the
physical product as it is moving and actually see information
about the characteristics of the physical product.
Instead of looking at an array of numbers on tolerance
measurements, we can look at the products lined up in the
virtual factory and see the actual trend lines that indicate a
problem is developing.
Because we have tagged the products with the designed
characteristics, we can select those tags and see the designed
parameters and the actual parameters simultaneously.
Comparison
The next tool that humans use in assessing situations is the
idea of a comparison. We compare unconsciously and
continuously our desired result and our actual result in order
to determine a difference. We then decide how to eliminate
that difference. Comparison is one of most powerful intellectual
tools that we possess.
When we have the virtual product information and the
physical product information completely separate, we still can
do that comparison. However, it is inefficient, as we have to
look at the physical product information, find the corresponding
virtual product information, and then work out the
differences.
With the digital twin model, we can view the ideal
characteristic, the tolerance corridor around that ideal
measurement, and our actual trend line to determine for a
range of products whether we are where we want to be.
Tolerance corridors are the positive and negative deviations we
can allow before we deem a result unacceptable.
Depending on how we implement this capability, we can
see the differences in terms of colour, with colorus progressing
from green - there is no difference, to yellow - we are in our
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tolerance corridor, to red - we are beyond the tolerance
corridor. We can then make instantaneous decisions about the
differences.
We can do this with measurements, tensile strength, torque
readings, and pretty much any characteristic where we can
define the desired characteristic in some sort of a measurement,
either quantitative or even qualitative. We can enable this
capability for a single product or a range of products. Using the
example from above as to trend lines, we could overlay the
ideal trend on the actual trend lines.
Having this capability, also allows us to do the comparisons
and adjust future operations. For example, if we were seeing
tolerances on the plus side of our ideal measurement, we could
change parameters in the operations of cells further down the
line to adjust them to err on the side of negative tolerances.
Instead of degenerating into tolerance stacking, we could
ensure tolerances were distributed around a mean.
Collaboration
The most powerful things that humans do is collaborate
with each other in order to bring more intelligence, more
variability of perspectives, and better problem solving and
innovation to situations. With the Digital Twin capability, we
can look at any physical product at any stage on the factory
floor and overlay the virtual product on top of it. This capability
of virtual products can be extended across multiple factories.
This means that individuals across the world can not only look
at the performance of their own factory, but they can also be
monitoring how they are doing against factories in other parts
of the world. A problem that arises in one factory can be
identified and controlled not only in that factory, but the
solution can be immediately transferred and implemented also
in other factories across the globe.
In the past, factory managers had their office overlooking
the factory so that they could get a feel for what was happening
on the factory floor. With the Digital Twin, not only the factory
manager, but everyone associated with factory production
could have that same virtual window to not only a single
factory, but to all the factories across the globe.
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Conclusion
Over the last decade, there have been dramatic advances in
the capabilities and technologies of both the data collection of
the physical product and the creation and representation of the
virtual product, the Digital Twin. The issue is that while the
data information of each of these areas has increased
dramatically, the connection between the two data sources has
lagged behind.
This article has proposed that the connection between the
data about the physical product and the information contained
on the virtual product be synchronised. This will open up an
entire new set of use cases.
Specifically by merging the virtual product information as
to how the product is to be manufactured and the information
about how the product is actually being manufactured, we can
have an instantaneous and simultaneous perspective on how
the manufactured product is meeting its design specification
goals.
By using this information, we can change digital factory
simulation, which attempts to predict how the product is to be
manufactured, into a digital factory replication, which shows
how the product is actually being manufactured. We can then
compare it against the design specifications.
Focusing on the connection between the physical product
and the virtual product enables us to conceptualise, compare,
and collaborate. We can conceptualise visually the actual
manufacturing processes. We can compare the formation of
the physical product to the virtual product in order to ensure
that what we are producing is what we wanted to produce.
Finally, we can collaborate with others in our organisation and
even throughout the supply chain to have up-to-the-minute
knowledge of the products that we are producing.
Focusing on this connection between the physical product
and the virtual product will improve productivity, uniformity
of production, and ensure the highest quality products. ☐
The sponsor: Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company
> MORE@CLICK EM01797 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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“Creating a level
playing field”
A Dayanand Reddy, President, TAGMA and
MD, Vasantha Tool Crafts, is optimistic about
the strengths and opportunities in the Indian
tool-room industry. He shares his agenda and
the roadmap of TAGMA to make the industry
globally competitive by overcoming the current
challenges. Excerpts from his interview with
Shekhar Jitkar…

What are the short-term and long-term agendas before you,
as you take over as the President of TAGMA?
The short-term agenda is to make the interaction between the
members, the executive council and the office of TAGMA, in
general, more vibrant. Also, more focus will be on increasing
the membership, getting more tool-rooms involved in the
activities of TAGMA, and establishing more local chapters.
The long-term agenda will be to engage with the government
to enable creation of a level playing field for Indian toolrooms. Our sector is facing stiff competition from China and
other South-East Asian countries as those tool-rooms have far
cheaper access to capital and they work in a far more enabling
environment. Also, we want to bring all the members on to a
single platform to bid for big tooling programs and to have
common procurement policies for them.
Also on our immediate agenda are Global Tooling Summit,
a two day conference on 26-27 Nov 2015 in Mumbai to
commemorate 25th year of TAGMA, and DMI 2016 exhibition
in April 2016 at Bangalore.
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How is the Indian tool-room industry performing currently?
Can you elaborate on the challenges and the demand drivers
in this sector?
The Indian tool-room industry is highly capital intensive and
is currently performing at 50% capacity. Large capacities are
needed to satisfy the aggressive timelines from the OEMs
due to the ever decreasing product lifecycles of automotive,
white goods and consumer durables industry sectors. As the
Indian tool-rooms are unable to meet these short delivery
expectations, our customers are sometimes forced to source
toolings from abroad. Moreover, our interest rates for working
capital and term loans are high, which is another discouraging
factor. Skilled labour is also a challenge. The ‘Make in India’
initiative driven aggressively by the Government of India can
get translated into a huge demand driver in the coming years.
Do you think the Indian tool-room industry is competitive
enough as compared to that in China? What are the areas of
improvements, according to you?
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“In order to compete effectively in the global
market, Indian tool-rooms will need to gear up
and increase capacities, deliver on time and build
capabilities to satisfy global customers”
A Dayanand Reddy

Competitiveness in this sector depends on a number of
factors, the major ones being the capacity and the capability of
toolmakers in India. New technologies have to be acquired at
an ever increasing pace to keep up with the rest of the world.
This requires investment in the latest machinery and training
our toolmakers to effectively use the technology to improve
quality and the delivery timelines. Also, major concerns which
need focus on are design capability, capability of machinery in
achieving the requisite accuracies and capacity to do more at
that accuracy levels.
The Government of India is doing its part and has launched
a scheme “Enhancement of Global Competitiveness of Indian
Capital Goods Sector”. Under this, TAGMA is setting up the
TAGMA Centre of Excellence and Training (TCET) at Pune.
TCET will focus on providing machining services and training
to the tooling fraternity. On successful completion of the Pune
facility, three more are planned to be set up across India.
In order to compete effectively in the global market, Indian
tool-rooms will need to gear up and increase capacities, deliver
on time and build capabilities to satisfy global customers.
We need to upgrade our technology consistently. Working
in collaboration among our tool-rooms itself can solve the
infrastructure and capacity related issues.
If you want to analyse the Indian tool-room industry on
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats),
what would be your observations?
A promising local market and a large pool of engineers being
churned out every year can be a big strength if we are able
to provide good training to them. This has to be done at the
college level itself by working with academic institutions to
make the syllabi more industry relevant.
Easy availability of low cost capital and trained manpower
for this highly capital intensive business is a concern, coupled
with poor design and machining capabilities, and that becomes
a definite weak area.
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“Make in India” initiative being driven in a big way by the
Government of India is a huge opportunity for the tooling
segment. The size of the Indian tooling industry is `14,000
crores with `4,000 crores of tooling being imported. If you
take the automotive sector alone, today, 2.5 million vehicles
are being sold in India, which are expected to grow to 10
million vehicles by 2020. This 4-fold increase will lead to a
proportionate increase in tooling demand. This is a very huge
opportunity, and existing tool-rooms can double or even triple
their capacities and remain confident that demand will still
outpace supply.
The major threat has been the aggressive successes of other
Asian countries – China, Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand and
Singapore. These countries have a very strong manufacturing
base backed up by a very strong tooling industry and conducive
government policies.
Can you brief us on the advanced technology trends in the
die & mould sector?
Use of high-speed machining and 5-axis machining is becoming
very common in the die & mould sector. Technologies like
direct metal laser sintering are also making its mark. Need
for automation is increasingly being felt in order to reduce
human errors especially in the machining area. Robotics and
pallet automation are emerging as necessary tools to help in
reducing the machine time and dependency on the operators
and increasing the quality levels. Demand of the end users to
reduce the cycle time of producing each component is driving
toolmakers to innovate and come up with new solutions.
Cube moulding is one such trend in the plastic and packaging
industry. 3D printing is getting acceptance in many areas. In
order to ensure timely deliveries, more and more tool-rooms
are turning to ERP softwares to better manage the large number
of variables influencing the process of toolmaking. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01798 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Incorporating swiss-made precision
Fritz Studer AG recently hosted the Swiss-made precision
grinding technology seminars in India, along with Blaser
Swisslube AG, EROWA AG, Jenoptik, and 3M. The round-table
discusses the synchronised and tailor-made solutions presented
during the seminars, in the areas of grinding, lubricating,
work-holding, bonded abrasives and measuring technologies.

The Swiss-made precision grinding technology seminars
were recently held at Bengaluru, Pune and Ahmedabad,
where under the aegis of the Swiss Business
Hub from the Swiss Embassy in India, exquisite and
well-experienced specialists provided insight into complete
precision grinding solutions.
To show their common competence and experience in
providing complete solutions for cylindrical grinding
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processes, Helmut Gaisberger, Global Manager—Machine
OEMs, Precision Grinding & Finishing Business, 3M
(Schweiz) GmbH; Rico Pollak, Key Account Manager, Blaser
Swisslube AG; Justin Hulst, Head—Marketing Services,
EROWA Ltd; Thomas Mueller, Sales Director, JENOPTIK
Industrial Metrology and Dalibor Dordic, Dy Director—
Sales, Fritz Studer AG, came together to highlight Swiss
precision and present their expertise to end-users.
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“The trend in grinding is
towards products to help
reduce the cost per unit”

Helmut Gaisberger,
Global Manager—Machine OEMs,
Precision Grinding & Finishing Business,
3M (Schweiz) GmbH

Presenting precision & innovation
The Swiss-made precision seminar demonstrates Swissness,
precision and innovation. This is the third edition of the event.
According to the speakers, India is an important market for
Switzerland. “We are able to approach our target group,
specially the decision-makers. The specialist presentations
should inspire the participants and give them food for thoughts.
They are all practice-based and can be easily implemented in
the production and in daily life,” shares Pollak.
As per Hulst, being able to propose the EROWA flexible
manufacturing concept to an audience with undivided attention
is very important. “It requires the professional audience to
view it from different angles and that’s what happens if it is
presented from different points of view,” he adds. Mueller
believes that the target of the seminar is to inform customers
about new ways in metrology and to show them how they can
improve not only their quality, but also save money by changing
to modern gaging systems. Dordic says that the focus was on
TCO (Total cost of ownership) or LCC (Life cycle costing).
“We demonstrated how the total cost or the cost per component
can drastically be reduced, although the investment looks very
high at the beginning,” he avers.

Providing solution to end-users
A grinding solution should benefit the decision-maker and
customer. As such, it should start with the machine, tool holder,
grinding wheel and metalworking fluid and end with the
measuring system. Emplacing this, Pollak states, “The process
will be examined from all parts to offer customer the right
solution. This year, we showed the customer how he can
increase his productivity, improve economic efficiency and
machining quality with one overall solution—TCO.”
Suggesting ways to improve productivity, Gaisberger
opines, “Improving productivity cannot be achieved by just
changing to new machines or better measuring equipment, etc.
The challenge for our mutual customers is to take a step back
and look at the opportunities from different points of view
(machinery, peripherals).” Hulst also shared the same thoughts
on this. According to Mueller, to improve the productivity in
grinding, it does require a faster machine, the correct cooling
liquid and an accurate gaging system. “The whole set-up comes
into the picture. To give a full picture, it is a benefit to have five
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“New materials, such as
titanium & nickel-chromiumbased super alloys are
increasingly used today”
Rico Pollak,
Key Account Manager,
Blaser Swisslube AG

“Many efforts have gone into
developing, setting up and
fine-tuning the flexible
manufacturing concept”
Justin Hulst,
Head—Marketing Services,
EROWA Ltd

companies involved in that loop together,” he adds.
The seminar served as a platform for the solution providers
and customers. As per Dordic, “The idea was born to give the
customers a unique opportunity having all the relevant
manufacturers of the process chain at one spot. This was to
bring all the relevant suppliers linked to grinding to one place
and let the customer benefit from this.”

Achieving satisfactory participation
The seminars were held at Bengaluru, Pune and Ahmedabad,
while Ahmedabad being the new location this year. As per
Hulst, “Ahmedabad was a big question mark, but we experienced
very good response from all locations. Our aim of at least 100
professional staff attending was surpassed. Compared with
earlier events, we recognised more specific and demanding
inquiries from customers during the round table session.” On
similar lines, Pollak says that the participation was fully
satisfactory. “In Pune and Bengaluru, we counted around 140
participants, with 40 specialists from the Swiss companies.”
Going further, Dordic opines, “All participants were very
professional and we can take home many good contacts and a
lot of interesting exchanges. This challenges us to improve
ourselves each time. We are already looking for the next session
in India, may be 4 years down the line.”
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“The demand for high precision
and quality is increasing more
and more in India”
Thomas Mueller,
Sales Director,
JENOPTIK Industrial Metrology

Interestingly, Mueller believes that quality of technical
experience and education of the participants was good.
“Interesting discussions were held during the seminar and we
are quite sure that several visitors took good ideas for
improving their production with them.”

Addressing challenges in precision in
manufacturing
The Swiss manufacturing arena is characterised by
innovation, quality, and precision in manufacturing technology.
Addressing challenges based on these parameters, Gaisberger
shares, “With our latest development in bonded abrasives - the
Cubitron™II grinding wheels, we address these requirements
from our customers and support them to fulfill their
consistently increasing demands.” Suggesting further, Pollak
says, “In our in-house technology centre, we have created
optimum conditions for simulation and testing the latest
machining technologies with our new developed metalworking
fluids. We constantly innovate in application engineering, inhouse as well as in collaboration with all major machine tool
builders & tool manufacturers, which benefits our customers.”
As per Dordic, Studer follows the PuLs system, which
stands for precision and passion. “We have a big focus on
education, securing the know-how of tomorrow. Out of 800
people working for Studer, 75 are trainees. In our innovation
and R&D department, more than 150 people are daily working
on the challenge to secure Studer’s leading role in the cylindrical
grinding world,” he adds.

Potential in the Indian market
According to Gaisberger, the potential in India for bonded
abrasives is big in their target industries such as automotive,
aerospace, precision machinery, etc. “We, as 3M, are well
prepared with our local team in India and will further invest in
people to meet the market requirements in precision grinding,”
he opines.
Since the manufacturing industry in India has witnessed a
strong growth in the last decade, the overall manufacturing
industry has expanded significantly. Highlighting this, Pollak
shares, “India offers advantages like growing young population,
entrepreneurship culture, increasing focus on productivity &
quality, and growing awareness about environment-friendly
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“We demonstrated how
the total cost or the cost
per component can
drastically be reduced”
Dalibor Dordic,
Dy Director—Sales,
Fritz Studer AG

products. This is resulting in a huge business potential in the
country in the long term. Our goal is to build sustainable
business partnerships with our customers on a long-term basis.”
Also, the demand for high precision & quality is increasing
more and more in India. “We see a big potential in the Indian
market,” believes Mueller. “To be closer to our customers, we
just founded our own subsidiary with offices in Bengaluru,
Delhi, Pune and Chennai three years back. The target is to
expand our network in India, he adds. As per Dordic,
“Considering the fact of having more than 500 machines
installed in India, its our duty to have professional set-up.”

Technology trends
Today, there is a buzz with technology trends in metrology,
workpiece-holding & tooling systems, grinding wheels and
metalworking lubricants. According to Gaisberger, the trend
in grinding is towards products that can further help reduce
the cost per unit. “This might happen by the economic fact of
reducing wheel specifications, or by significantly increasing
the performance or also extending tool life,” he says.
As per Pollak, new materials, such as titanium and nickelchromium-based super alloys are increasingly used today.
“We have developed new metalworking fluid formulations,
which provide the right balance between lubrication (reducing
friction) and cooling (remove the heat from the process). In
recent years, the grinding wheels were continuously developed,
aiming to keep the friction phase before cutting as short as
possible. New cubitron wheels is one of them. Another trend is
energy-efficient production,” he avers. Checking the quality by
gaging systems close to the machine is also a signifcant trend.
On this, Mueller shares, “We can use our optical shaft inspection
system OPTICLINE, which provides high accuracies without
worker influence directly in the shop floor. It also ensures an
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appropriate statistical evaluation and related documentation.
This example also shows the possibility for optical inspection.”
Currently, automatic loading/unloading of workpieces is
getting more and more important. This is not only for
increasing efficiency by the required cycle time, but also the
possibility to run the machine more independent from the
operators. Highlighting further, Mueller says, “For
measurements not possible in the productions, we still have
the metrology rooms. Here, the trend is to have not only
manual systems, but also automated systems. Such systems,
which are fully CNC controlled, may be even in a combination
for several measuring tasks.”

Achieving complete machining competency
When asked what kind of solutions are offered by your
company that help customers improve productivity, achieving
complete grinding/machining competency, total cost of
ownership with better return on machinery investment?
Answering this, Pollak opines, “In close cooperation with the
customer and based on a holistic view of the manufacturing
process, our company presents the possibilities to fully exploit
the potential of machines and tools by using the right
metalworking fluid, which becomes a liquid tool.”
Productivity, economic efficiency and machining quality
depend in large part on the choice and quality of the
metalworking fluid and on the expertise of the machining
specialists. To help customers improve productivity, Hulst
suggests, “A lot of our efforts have gone into developing, setting
up and fine-tuning the flexible manufacturing concept. Within
these efforts, we have always asked ourselves if the equipment
designed is standing up to the every-day challenges in the tool
room.” Explaining with the example of a crankshaft, Mueller
avers, “We start with the in-process gaging for orbital grinders,
deliver manual or automated benches and optical shaft
inspection systems for SPC control, we proceed with the fully
automated final inspections and provide automated solution
for the metrology room.”
On a concluding note, Dordic opines, “Studer, as member
of the United Grinding Group, offers together with its sister
companies the solutions for all grinding tasks, from one source.
The interactive exchange of information among the 8 brands
allows us to focus more detailed on the challenge. From a watch
case till a railway axle, your challenge is our challenge.” ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01799 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Innovations integrated in the shop floors
Spread across 100 acres of land, Cooper Corporation’s
manufacturing facility has the latest technologies on their shopfloors, transforming the modest machine shop of the 1960s into a
prominent engine manufacturer today. Team EM recently visited the
facility to witness the latest developments in machining technology.

Majorly catering to the automotive market, Cooper
Corporation has been tasting success for over three generations
now. Spread over 100 acres of land, across 9 facilities at the
Satara district of Maharashtra, it is engaged in a variety of
production processes – from the manufacturing of cylinder
liners, sleeves, flywheels and cylinder blocks & heads to the
machining of large engine crankshafts.
With a total strength of 2933 employees, the facility has
foundry shop-floors and machining shops. The production
facility includes 230 CNC turning lathes, 12 horizontal
machining centres, 2–5 axis CNC machines and 2 vertical
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turning lathe machines. It also has state-of-the-art centrifugal
casting machines and induction furnaces, along with robotic
handling mechanism for imported 8-head carousal casting
machine and an automotive liner machining line.
According to Farrokh Cooper, Managing Director, Cooper
Corporation, it has been a journey of enhanced quality,
performance, cutting-edge and innovation, which has
transformed the modest machine shop of the 1960s into a
prominent engine manufacturer. “Challenge your own
assumptions & you will find opportunities. Asking ourselves how
we can do better is the USP of Cooper Corporation,” he believes.
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“Since we keep on investing, we
have the latest technologies
that customers want”
Farrokh Cooper,
Chairman & Managing Director,
Cooper Corporation

Enhancing shop-floor productivity
A delay in manual handling is a major bottleneck
manufacturers face today in the shop floors. Addressing this,
PJM Khan, Senior General Manager—R&D and Technical
Support, said, “We have employed robots to minimise manual
handling of components. In the shop-floors, we have integrated
the whole machining process, with robot-handling the
components in the machining line. Our technology suppliers
make robots that optimise cycle times and increase productivity
of the whole machine shop.” In addition to that, the company
uses latest technology in machining cylinder liners from
casting pipe. Highlighting this, Khan added, “Earlier, we made
pieces from the casting pipe and fed that into the machine.
Now, the whole pipe is fed through spindle like a bar feeder.
This mechanism has added several advantages in terms of
reducing the cycle times, optimising operations, and this has
improved the productivity.”
When asked about technologies deployed across shopfloors, Cooper shared, “Since we keep on investing, we have
the latest technologies that customers want. Latest technologies
incorporated include Gudel/Felsomat gantry cell for CNC
turning machines, overhead cranes in engine assembly lines,
emission lab and R&D test bed in engine plant.”

Machining technology
Since machining longer cylindrical blocks is a critical
application, Cooper Corporation has incorporated a machining
technology on Makino horizontal machining centre. Elaborating
this, Khan explained, “Previously, while machining longer
components, the indexing error used to get added where there
were no alignment of the bores. So, we have used dedicated
fixtures and boring bars from Seco Tools, France, to machine
longer cylindrical bores. We are the first to do this in India and
this has increased the production to 30% and minimised errors
due to indexing.” The company is also using a new tool
technology to avoid direct metal-to- metal contact during
machining operation. Explaining further, Khan adds, “The
coolant pressure that feeds through the boring bar does avoid
metal to metal contact/rubbing during machining operation.”
Adding on the innovations integrated in the shop floors,
Cooper commented, “We use inter-locking assembly lines and
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“The company is using a new tool
technology to avoid direct
metal-to-metal contact during
machining operation”
PJM Khan,
Senior General Manager—R&D
& Technical Support
Cooper Corporation

“Our green initiatives include
poly-carbonate for lighting,
coolant preheating system in
engine plant, etc”
Aslam Pharas,
General Manager—Commercial,
Cooper Corporation

our own machining lines for key components. In addition, we
use dedicated automated lines called gen-set lines with
conveyer systems to avoid human errors. Some measures to
reduce manual errors include adaptation of international
standards, with maximum automation levels in the
manufacturing processes.”

Design and development
The production facility includes 3,4,6 cylinder engine
assembly lines, an emission lab and R&D test bed in engine
plant. Speaking on the R&D activity that leads to patenting,
Khan said, “We will patent the new designs of engines, initially
for gen-sets and then for industrial applications. Our
designers—Ricardo, UK and Czech Republic are finalising on
the designs for having a better fuel economy and meeting
future emissions norms. He further adds, “Our competition
uses little longer engines, and we want to shorten it to have
packaging benefits. The smaller engine will also have minimum
number of components. With this, manufacturing cost goes
down and cycle time reduces.”
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The company uses latest technology
in machining cylinder liners from
casting pipe

Green initiatives
Highlighting the green initiatives incorporated into the
facility, Aslam Pharas, General Manager—Commercial, avers,
“Our green initiatives include poly-carbonate for lighting, T-5
lighting for energy saving, thyristor panel for stress relieving
furnace for energy saving, rain water harvesting, eco-friendly
material for furniture as well LED lighting, and coolant
preheating system in engine plant.” In addition, the facility has
also incorporated APFC panel – PF maintaining and roof
ventilators at the engine division.

State-of-the-art machines
As per the process requirement and availability, the
company imports and develops the locally required machine.
When asked about the parameters considered for imported
machines, Khan replied, “Faster cycle times, accuracies and
durability are the parameters. We carry out R&R (Repeatability
and Reproducibility) study for the machines during our initial
acceptance process. Based on that, we accept the machines.
However, before selecting the machines, we check the criteria
like faster cycle times, minimum consumption of cutting tools,
optimising spindle power and capability of carrying out the
machining operation without operator’s interference.”
The company has a team of people working in machining
technology to optimise cycle times. “While finalising the cycle,
we brainstorm and try to optimise as far as possible with the
given machine, fixturing and tools,” adds Khan.
Cooper Corporation manufactures in-house machines for
specific requirements. “Generally, we use standard machines
with some kind of requirements given to the machine
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manufacturer. The machines, which we manufacture are only
for specific purpose. Our tool room people are capable of
designing and manufacturing machines,” avers Khan.

Future road-map
The company’s key products include diesel engines and
cylinder liners as well as other engine parts like crankshafts,
cylinder heads/blocks and flywheels. As far as the market
demand is concerned, Cooper informs, “Currently, there is so
much demand locally that it is difficult to meet fully. We have
spread out our customers proportionately, rather than
depending on any one sector.”
The engines manufactured in the facilities are used for
marine and farm applications too. Domestic clients include
Bajaj Auto, Tata Motors, Renault-Nissan, Ford India, Yamaha,
etc, while the overseas clients include Jaguar Land Rover,
Wartsila Finland, General Electric, KTM, etc. “We want to
become a leading engine manufacturer with international
standards. We are building up a range from 5 horse power (for
agriculture & gen-set) to 1000 horse power. We have tied-up
with Ricardo UK for design, development and prove-out,”
shares Cooper.
Speaking on expansion, Farrokh Cooper concludes, “We
are expanding in foundaries and engines. We will come up
with more casting machines, CNC machines and robotic lines.
This year, we are planning for more than 18 robots and
4 additional casting machines. We are also entering into a
new market of laser hardening of components, which cater
to the Indian railways.” ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01800 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Hydraulic system contamination
The primary cause for the vast majority of hydraulic system
failures is a direct result of contamination. How to remove or
deal with this contamination is crucial to a well functioning
system and its longevity. A read on how contamination can
enter hydraulic system and how to prevent these issues
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Knowing where hydraulic system contamination originates
allows us to take the necessary steps to mitigate the damage it
causes. Contamination has three main categories: internal,
external and built in.

External contamination
External contamination originates from outside of
the sealed hydraulic system. It usually gains entry when the
system is open or exposed to the atmosphere, such as when
a component is removed or replaced. Removing the
hydraulic lines to a pump during replacement and leaving
them uncapped, is an easy entry point for air, dirt and water.
The normal intake and exhaust respirations of a reservoir
can ingest particulate and moisture, especially if the
breather is not sealed. Any leaking point is a potential source
for particulate and moisture ingress.

Internal contamination
Internal contamination is generated by the system itself.
All moving parts in a hydraulic system wear over time. The
pistons of a pump sliding in the bore of a cylinder, the rod on
a cylinder rubbing against a seal or the shifting of the spool
from a directional valve are all forms of internal wear. This
internal wear causes minute particles to form which begin to
circulate through the system causing orifice plugging and
blocking flow paths, leading to a vicious cycle of wear and
repeat. Other forms of internal contamination are
deteriorating rubber inside hydraulic hoses, excessive system
heat, degrading hydraulic fluid, and moisture intrusion.
Condensation is a frequently overlooked source of internal
contamination. When heated hydraulic fluid cools, the air
trapped in the reservoir will condense on the walls of the
tank adding water (contamination) to the system fluid.
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When starting new pumps and valves they
are usually left with debris from manufacture,
another contamination source

A frequent situation that occurs is when a pump or valve
has used up its available life and has deteriorated to the point
that it does not function. A new unit is brought in and installed
without issue or is there an issue? As this unit was failing what
happened to all of the metal particles and dirt that it
produced?

Built-in contamination
New hydraulic oil in a sealed drum most likely would not
meet today’s standards for oil cleanliness. Mass produced oil
travels through a maze of piping before being pumped into a
drum that has the potential to have slag and rust in it at the
time of filling. The construction of a new hydraulic system is
in itself a contamination nightmare. Cutting and assembling
new hoses and lines leaves fine material behind. Connector
fittings frequently are assembled with thread locking compound
or pipe tape, which can end up in the fluid stream. When
starting new pumps and valves they are usually left with debris
from manufacture, another contamination source.

Filter, filter, filter
Given that there are plenty of ways to develop this hidden
contamination, how do we remove it? Easy, trap it! Always
filter the new oil before it goes into the reservoir, filter the oil
under pressure as it cycles, filter the oil as it returns to the tank
and be sure the reservoir has a filtered breather. This article
does not present the space to cover all filtration methods, so
suffice to say that there is no substitute for quality filtration.

Prevention
We have discussed how hydraulic systems are inherently
dirty over time due to wear and other factors. We can never
prevent all contamination but we can lessen its impact on our
system and pocket book with the proverbial “ounce of
prevention”.
Eleven simple prevention steps are as follows:
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r

Select good quality filter media that is appropriate for the
application.
- Are you trapping the correct size particles?
r Sampling and testing fluid at regular intervals.
- Catch potential problems before they begin.
r Flush all lines and components thoroughly before running,
including reinstalled equipment.
- If the line was open to the atmosphere it has potential
contamination on it.
r Use the correct fluid and do not mix different fluids.
- Not all fluids are compatible with each other.
r Filter new oil before adding.
- Even new oil is not always clean enough.
r Clean or replace your systems oil routinely.
- Oils wear just like mechanical components, they lose
lubricity.
r Change you filter elements regularly.
- A plugged filter will degrade system performance.
r Inspect all connections for leakage and correct
immediately.
- If it can leak fluid out then air can get in bringing moisture
and particulate.
r Monitor system performance and temperature.
- High system temperature and slow performance indicate
that contamination is on the rise.
r Follow proper handling procedures when exposing a
hydraulic system to the environment.
- Plug and cover lines, hoses and exposed ports during
service.
r Replace worn out pumps, motors and valves on a routine
basis.
- Don’t wait for your pump to self destruct, sending debris
into the system before replacing it.
While contamination is inherent in every hydraulic system
today, that does not mean that we cannot control it. By
recognising that it is there, and taking the small steps as
discussed, we can lessen its impact in a big way. Thus, it will
translate to less downtime and expenditure. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01801 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Maximising machine up-time
Most machine shops in the world today use vises as their primary workholding tool.
There are good reasons for this. The most important are versatility and economy.
The article discusses various styles of vises that are designed to locate and hold a
workpiece securely, while it is machined to specified dimensions and tolerances.
Generally, the most cost effective and adaptable workholder
is a vise. The size and configuration of the vise is dictated by
the workpiece shape and the machine it is used on. The cycle
time length, if very short, may make using a power operated
vise desirable to reduce time of the clamping cycle. The material
to be machined and other production factors also impact the
final choice of vise types. To address the workholding needs of
a particular machining operation, one needs to consider part
size, material, machine speed, feed rate, and the quantity of
parts to be produced.
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Operation considerations
Single part production or low quantity requirements
generally make a single vise setup a good choice. The part
configuration will point towards either contoured jaws or any
number of standard or special jaws. The gripping area for the
planned operation must allow for sufficient depth of jaw
engagement (bite) to safely allow the planned operation to
take place.
Higher quantity lot sizes make multiple vise setups
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desirable. The workpiece size determines
the spacing between the vises as well as
the vise size itself. Generally, attempts
must be made to produce the maximum
amount of parts per cycle. Many
additional operations by the same
operator can then be done simultaneously.
The key to freeing the operator is quick
clamping and the highest efficiency of
the workpiece loading cycle. This
includes prepping the work area for
thorough chip flushing and cleaning.
Deciding to use a multiple vise setup
requires considering the cost of the setup
itself. When using a multiple vise setup,
it is common practice on large quantity
lot sizes that repeat periodically to mount
the entire setup on a base plate or
tombstone, so it can be stored intact
between uses along with all the cutting
tool holders. When this is not feasible,
grid plates with dowel hole patterns are
kept on the machine. Vises are then
easily located and fixed to the plates.
This allows the setup to be guided by the
spacing and the dowel patterns.

Under these circumstances, a versatile
workholding system employing vises will
save considerable time. As the number
one workholding choice, the full range of
vise accessories can help with setup
reduction. Among these are carvable
jawplates, quick positioning workstops,

and chipshields.
As the acquisition cost of a machine
rises, so does the burden rate and the
need to keep the machine from sitting
idle. Part loading time and setup are an
integral element of downtime and need
significant attention to maintain high
Advt

Planning the workholding
Process planning requires dividing
the machining process into steps best
suited to the available machines.
Generally, it is best to do as many
operations in one clamping as possible.
This is accomplished most often when
using the vises on an indexing table or
on a horizontal machining centre.
Smaller machine shops are more likely to
plan their workholding around knee
mills or vertical machining centres.
When using an index table on these types
of machines, it is possible to machine on
three sides of the workpiece. This will
require workstops and jaws to be located
away from the cutting areas.
Knee Mills are a favorite of most
toolmakers and “model shop” machinists.
In this environment, lot sizes are small
and setups are constantly required.
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The workpiece size determines
the spacing between the vises
as well as the vise size itself

efficiency. Workholding again becomes a central element in
maximising machine “up time”. The following are considerations
for maximising productivity utilising vises on frequently
encountered machining situations.

Vise selection and their characteristics
r

r

r
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The key factor in choosing a vise for a knee mill is the vise
opening and whether or not a swivel base is needed. Also,
for consideration is the addition of a workstop on the
machine table or affixed to the rear of the stationary vise
jaw. If parallels are included, the no-lift movable jaw will
keep these parallels in contact with the part for correct
alignment in the mill.
Workholding selection for vertical and horizontal machining
centres should be based on desired density, vise opening,
clamp pressure needed and shape of the part. The stationary
jaw of a pull type vise is cast integral with the vise body. It
is a good selection when density and absolute minimum
deflection is needed. Side mounting or end mounting is
possible. Also, pull type vises can be aligned next to one
another without spaces. The primary benefit of a pull type
vise is that only a minimum amount of the clamp force
actually exerts bending forces on the vise body so that a
significant force actually backs up the stationary jaw. Pull
type vises are made of ductile iron, work well on thin
machine tables, and are relatively light in comparison to
other types. They have hydraulic and air operating options.
Also, the stationary jaw can be positioned towards the
operator or facing the machine column. This allows
positioning the vise screw where needed.
High density requires double station vises. These vises have
two clamping stations, pushing the workpieces towards the

r

r

r

stationary vise jaw block between them. This neutralises
the bending pressure against the centre of the vise, allowing
a relatively thin section for the stationary jaw, thereby
saving valuable space. Double station vises feature a ductile
iron body that dampens machine vibration, and is superior
to other lighter materials. This is most notable when heavy
metal removal rates are required.
Highest workholding density requires double station vises
equipped with special carvable jaws plates or carvable jaw
blocks. When workpieces are small enough, two parts can
be clamped in each jaw set or four parts in each double
station vise. This requires four workstops on each vise or
the machining of part locating nests. Carving can be done
using carvable jaw blocks made of ductile iron or aluminium
for lighter operations. When selecting this type of vise, it is
important to recognise significant differences in
performance between vise brands. Most significant is the
amount of movable jaw lift under a given clamping pressure.
The easiest way to compare is to use a dial indicator next to
the workpiece on top of the movable jaw taking readings at
different pressures. The best and most accurate vise is the
one with the least amount of jaw lift.
The next highest workholding density can be achieved with
cluster vises where multiple vises are machined into a
single body. This type of workholding is generally available
in less standard varieties but can be economically made to
order. The advantage of cluster vises is that they remain in
exactly the same relationship to each other compared to
trying to align multiple vises in a workholding setup.
Highest workholding density is achieved when the movable
vise component is a module that can be moved in small
increments on a serrated base. The modularity of these
systems allow the user to configure the equivalent of
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custom fixturing with standard “off-the shelf ” components.
Serrated workholding system allows manipulation of all
variables normally encountered in a high density setup.
Stationary jaw blocks can be moved wherever needed and
can be made of a large variety of materials to fit clamping
requirements. This serrated system is especially suited for
tombstone applications where three sides of a part need
machining and the clamping components are relatively small.
Vertical machining centres with pallet changers are also an
excellent application for a serrated clamping system.
Self-centering vises are very similar to double station vises
except that they are designed to precisely locate components
to their respective centres and are accurate within .0002
inch repeatability. This style vise when used in a pair has an
adjustment feature which allows precise matching of the
centres.
Zero-point workholding systems are designed to integrate
with new or existing workholding devices such as Kurt
vises and fixtures. They provide multiple workholding
stations with ultra-accurate setup on either horizontal or
vertical machining centres thereby completely eliminating
operator setup errors. With repeatable positioning accuracy
of ±.0.0002 on typical part runs, they ensure high quality
part finishes, no scrap parts and substantial setup time
savings. For example, a typical workholding setup change
usually requiring 20 minutes is done in less than 2 minutes
using a zero-point VB DockLock system.
Five-axis clamping systems are designed to take advantage
of the five axis machining capabilities of the latest
machining centres. They provide up to 40 kN clamping
force for obstruction-free machining on five sides of a part.
This allows for high speed, continuous 5-axis cutting
motion of sculptured surfaces, pockets and other
3-dimensional features in a single clamping setup.

Custom fixturing
Continuous production of high volume components may
best be machined in a custom fixture. This will allow the
highest density of parts in the machine and the locating of
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parts from points usually not accessible with a vise. Typically,
these fixtures on vertical and horizontal machining centres are
power clamped with elaborate spring-loaded pre-locators,
which keep parts in place until all can be clamped
simultaneously. The fixture must be designed for thorough
chip washing ease in order to present a clean fixture for
reloading at the end of a machining cycle. Most clamps used
for these applications are swing away, rotating type hydraulic
clamps which are offered as standard products by many
companies. The best designed fixtures typically do not have
exposed plumbing so that cleaning is easy. These types of
fixtures are usually expensive initially but ultimately provide
the best solution. When in-house tool building is planned, the
resulting tooling is dependent on the experience of the designer.
In certain cases, the workpiece designer may through
simultaneous engineering, solve many future workholding
problems during the early iterations to the part design

Future for workholding
As long as machines are needed to machine parts, vises and
other types of workholders will be needed to position and hold
materials while the machining operation takes place. Vise
improvements and refinements will take place in the area of
versatility, accuracy and speed of operation. Automation of the
workholding process offers the best payback when used in
higher volume or continuous part production. At the early
component design stage, consideration should be given to
workholding using repeated robotic part clamping for part
movement through several work sequences. For this reason,
part designers need to consider their future workholding
requirements while in the initial concept stages. Round parts
may be positioned or clamped with collets or standard lathe
chucks. Complex shapes with a significant flat surface can be
vacuum clamped. Ferrous material can be held magnetically
under some circumstances. Workholding ideas, which may
appear utopian today may have real practical application in the
near future. ☐
Courtesy: Kurt Workholding
> MORE@CLICK EM01802 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Measuring three-dimensional space
As technology has evolved robust and portable 3D measurement
tools have been introduced without sacrificing the high level
of accuracy and versatility that companies require. The article
outlines various 3D measurement tools, how they work,
and their respective applications.
In today’s technical marketplace, there is a constant need
for gathering three-dimensional data on parts, products,
and environments. Whether it’s small machined
parts requiring precision diameters, alignment of large
equipment or setting up machine tools, or even documenting
entire
buildings
and
environments,
dimensional
measurement data can help companies make more informed
decisions and produce better quality products. Collecting
these results in 3D provides greater insight into data,
allowing companies to have more confidence in the level of
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accuracy and comprehensiveness of their measurements, all
while becoming more efficient.
Accelerating the digitisation of complex parts and
environments, 3D measurement technology allows
companies to easily verify product quality and collect
comprehensive high-resolution data. Replacing physical
check fixtures and traditional hand tools such as
calipers, plumb bobs, and tape measures, there are several
different tools available for the measurement and
inspection of parts, products, and environments.
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Articulated arms
Product inspection is a critical part
of ensuring quality control; in the past,
manufacturers have struggled with
bottlenecking issues found in using
stationary
coordinate
measuring
machines (CMMs). In order to ensure
product quality with this method, items
must be removed from the production
line and brought to a temperaturecontrolled room to take measurements.
The investment cost for a stationary
CMM is also quite substantial. Other
inspection methods include using
traditional hand tools, such as
micrometers and calipers to take
necessary measurements; however,
variability between users can skew
results and lead to defects later in the
process. Additionally, hand tools’ use
for complex parts is also very limited,
and they are unable to work directly
with CAD. The implementation of an
accurate and affordable portable
metrology solution, such as an
articulated arm directly on the
production line, can eliminate delays
and result in greater efficiencies.
Measurement results do not vary
between operators, and you have the
ability to compare against CAD data.
An articulated arm is a portable
CMM that determines and records the
location of a probe in 3D space and
reports the results through software. In
order to calculate the position of the
probe tip, the rotational angle of each
joint and the length of each segment in
the arm must be known. Radial reach
when extended typically ranges from 2
ft to 6 ft (4 ft to 12 ft diameter or
working volume). The angle of each
rotating joint within the arm is
determined using optical rotary
encoders. These encoders count
rotations incrementally via detection of
accurately spaced lines on a glass grating
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disc. The software converts the counts
into angle changes. Arms typically have
6 or 7 axes of rotation, which means the
instrument moves throughout a wide
range of orientations.

Since these devices are portable,
they allow you to take simple
measurements in-process or right at the
part, eliminating operator and machine
downtime
and
quality
control

Advt
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Attaching a laser line probe directly to an
articulated arm allows users to quickly
capture dimensions and feature definitions,
with or without contact to an object

bottlenecks. Companies find that by implementing an
articulating arm, they are able to increase production
efficiency and deliver products more quickly, all while meeting
quality standards with automatic, computer-generated reports.
Typical applications for an articulated arm include:
r Dimensional analysis: Calculate measurements for
geometric and GD&T analysis
r CAD-based inspection: Measure directly against CAD data
to see real-time deviations
r On-machine inspection: Inspect parts on the machine tool
producing them
r First article inspection: Measure individual parts to
compare with nominal data
r Alignment: Align parts to assess variation in relative
position
r Reverse engineering: Digitise parts and objects to create
full-surfaced CAD models

Articulated arms with laser line probe
In many cases, the product or part to be inspected is made
from soft, deformable materials, making accurate contact
measurement extremely difficult. However, the use of laser
technology allows for highly accurate measurements to be
taken without the need for direct contact.
Attaching a laser line probe directly to an articulated arm
allows users to quickly capture dimensions and feature
definitions, with or without contact to an object. In order to
capture measurement points, a high performance laser projects
a beam onto the surface of the object, and a camera looks at the
beam to determine the location for each point. The laser stripe
captures data at a scan rate of 45,000 points per second,
allowing users to quickly and easily capture large amounts of
point cloud data and understand aspects of their parts that
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they would not otherwise have discovered. A point cloud, also
referred to as a scan, contains millions of points in an evenly
spaced grid. Typical applications for an articulated arm with a
laser line probe attachment include:
r Non-contact inspection: Inspect soft, deformable or
complex shapes; perform cloud-to-CAD comparison, rapid
prototyping, reverse engineering and 3D modeling
r CAD-to-part inspection: Measure directly against CAD
data, see real time deviations from nominal
r Reverse engineering: Digitise a part or object to create a
fully-surfaced CAD model

Laser trackers
Many industrial applications require extremely accurate
large-scale measurements. A laser tracker is a portable
coordinate measuring machine that allows users to achieve
their accuracy goals quickly and easily and replaces tools such
as piano wire, plumb bobs, layout machines, theodolites,
optical transits, and total stations. Its large measurement
volume allows for the inspection of a wide range of part sizes.
When dealing with larger parts and various alignment projects,
scrap and downtime can be extremely costly. A laser tracker
provides the 3D data needed to get parts right the first time
(thus eliminating scrap), and does it quickly enough so that
expensive downtime is reduced.
The operation of a laser tracker is easy to understand: It
measures two angles and a distance. The tracker sends a laser
beam to a retroreflective target held against the object to be
measured. Light reflected off the target retraces its path, reentering the tracker at the same position it left. Retroreflective
targets vary, but the most popular is the spherically mounted
retroreflector (SMR). As light re-enters the tracker, two angle
encoders measure the elevation and rotational angles while a
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3D imagers using structured light techniques
can achieve metrology-grade accuracy on
critical surfaces

highly accurate absolute distance meter is used to determine
the 3D position of the target. Typical applications for a laser
tracker include:
r Alignment: Real-time feedback of object positioning
r Installation: Layout / level machine foundation
r Part inspection: Digital record of actual versus nominal
data
r Tool building: Set up and inspect tools with only one
person
r Manufacturing & assembly integration: Obtain critical
positioning feedback real-time
r Reverse engineering: Acquire high-accuracy digital scan
data

3D imagers
Implementing automated measurement devices on a rotary
stage or robot mounts allow users to perform inspections and
verify assemblies quickly and accurately, resulting in significant
time and money savings. A 3D imager is a non-contact
measurement device that collects dense surface data on an area
of a part. The typical area can range from 100 to 1,000 sq. mm.
Due to the point-and shoot nature of a 3D imager, it is well
suited for integration into automated solutions.
3D imagers use structured light projections, which can be a
unique pattern of lines or dots. These projections are viewed
by one or more cameras, and through a series of changes in the
projections, 3D coordinates can be determined for each pixel
in the camera. For example, a 3D imager with a 4 megapixel
camera will yield 4 million points per measurement. 3D
imagers using structured light techniques can achieve
metrology-grade accuracy on critical surfaces. They can also
be used to collect data on features, although the accuracy on
features will be limited by the resolution of the camera which
is what defines the point spacing on the part. Typical
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applications for a 3D imager include:
r First article, in-process and final inspection: Capture a
digital record of actual vs. nominal data for parts such as
sheet metal parts and assemblies, aircraft skin, tools and
dies, castings, and machined parts
r Reverse engineering: Collect high-accuracy digital scan
data for use in as-built documentation, aftermarket product
design and virtual assembly
r Rapid prototyping: Fabricate a 3D-scale model for use in
tool modification and iterative product enhancements

Summary
Providing robust, versatile tools for manufacturers,
measurement service providers, architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) firms, and law enforcement officials
among others, 3D measurement technology solutions enable
companies to improve workflow efficiencies while achieving
the high levels of measurement accuracy required by their
various applications. Solutions such as portable CMMs and 3D
laser scanners allow users to collect large amounts of data in
order to characterise parts in detail; critical surfaces and
environments can be measured with a level of confidence and
speed not possible with traditional tools.
Portable CMMs such as articulating arms, laser trackers,
and 3D imagers allow users to take on-machine measurements,
providing consistent and accurate data directly on the shop
floor. 3D documentation solutions, including 3D laser scanners,
allow users to collect as-is conditions in color for use in
litigation, renovations and historic preservation. FARO
Technologies is a leading manufacturer of each of these types
of solutions. Utilising cutting-edge three-dimensional
technology, FARO is able to provide users with the right
product to fit their specific measurement needs. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01803 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Faster inspection with flexible scanning
An application story on how Renishaw’s 5-axis CMM scanning has been a game-changer at
the Kawasaki’s Maryville plant in terms of speed, data quality, and inspection capacity
Kawasaki encourages motorcycle enthusiasts to “let the
good times roll,” but good times of another sort are rolling at
the company’s Maryville, MO small engine plant, where two
5-axis scanning probe systems are slashing CMM inspection
and probe calibration times, and speeding up QC feedback for
machining small engine components. The 5-axis Renishaw
REVO systems, installed on Mitutoyo Crysta-Apex 121210
CMMs, replaced two PH10 articulating heads using SP25
scanning probes on traditional 3-axis CMMs. The REVOequipped CMMs have cut inspection times by half or more on
scanning intensive applications, eliminated the need for custom
probe configurations, cut probe calibration times from six to
seven hours to about 45 minutes, and added new capability to
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collect large amounts of form measurement data, improving
part quality. Of primary importance, the REVO systems have
greatly increased inspection throughput, data quality and
flexibility of the QC department, enhancing its value as a
strategic support asset to both manufacturing and R&D.

The Kawasaki production system
Kawasaki’s 800,000 sq ft Maryville plant, opened in 1989,
produces single and twin-cylinder air-cooled or water-cooled
engines, 1000 cc or smaller, for commercial and consumer
lawnmower OEMs, as well as for a sister plant that
manufactures ATVs and Mule™ utility vehicles. Operations at
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Maryville include aluminium diecasting, plastic injection moulding,
extensive amounts of machining,
painting and assembly. All engines –
approximately 5,00,000 per year – are
run-off before shipping as well.
“We use the Kawasaki Production
System (KPS),” said JC Watts, Quality
Control Technical Group Supervisor at
the Maryville plant. “Our quality and
engineering requirements are comparable
to the best in the automotive industry,
though our manufacturing is focused on
lower volumes of many different kinds of
products.” The plant has 50 machining
lines, typically arranged in a U-cell
pattern with start and end machines
across from each other. “Primarily, it’s
one-piece production with machining
lines running a part through multiple
processes at a high rate,” Watts
explained.
“We’re running similar tolerances
that automotive powertrain uses for
high-end products, and there are
probably four or five critical processes
for our aluminium parts and 15 for the
steel parts,” Watts added. It is not
uncommon to find tolerances “in single
digits in microns” for form, and 0.05 mm
true position.
The QC lab is responsible for
inspecting 125 different mass-produced
parts, as well as vendor parts and those
produced for engineering development.
The environmentally controlled lab is
located adjacent to the machining lines,
and parts intended for routine inspection
are delivered on carts or via train (an
electric vehicle towing several trolley
carts). Critical components may be hand
delivered for priority inspection during
a line changeover or if an operator
suspects a problem.

of 3-axis CMMs with PH10 articulating
heads and SP25 probes, and another
CMM with a fixed probe head,” Watts
explained. “We were frustrated with
having to make probe configurations
and being limited to what we could do

even with the articulated heads. We had
so many different probe configurations
that calibration times of six to seven
hours took a bite out of our inspection
throughput, too. We wanted to do better
than what the industry considered the
Advt

5-axis scanning advantage
“When I started here, we had a couple
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The REVO probe can also do “head touch” probing or
be used for traditional machine-touch probing when
the situation calls for touches

norm, so we looked at several options and the 5-axis REVO
system appeared to be the fastest and most flexible available. It
was the best fit for our requirements.”
Kawasaki bought a new Mitutoyo Crysta-Apex 121210 in
2009 with the REVO system installed from the factory, and
retrofitted an identical machine in 2010, after the first machine
was up and running with all the part programs. “Though our
SP25s were scanning probes, we were doing 95% touch probing
because scanning was too slow with a 3-axis CMM,” Watts
explained. “Our cylinder and crank bores are probably the best
examples of where we believed touch probing was inadequate.
To accurately collect enough data points to measure the
geometry of a bore 80 to 100 mm in diameter and 150 mm in
length, the SP25 probe took so long we limited those inspections
to machine set up or special requests from our design
department. Now on every crank case we measure, the REVO
does a spiral scan of bores and the system outputs the values to
software. We also send a graph of the data points to our network
that can be used by anyone in QC, engineering or production,
and it really helps troubleshoot problems. What would take 3-4
minutes with an SP25, we’re measuring in 10 seconds with the
REVO.”
The REVO scanning heads have all but eliminated the need
for touch probing. Now, 95% of inspections utilise scanning,
with no “time penalty” as before, allowing Kawasaki to collect
so much data that it challenges the speed of computers doing
the analysis. The REVO probe can also do “head touch” probing
or be used for traditional machine-touch probing when the
situation calls for touches. “With scanning inspections, our
production and engineering people have a lot more confidence
that the data is valid,” Watts added.
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Fewer probe configurations, more flexibility
With REVO, the Maryville operation now has two probe
configurations that measure all of its mass production parts,
reserving custom probes in a changing rack for a few special
applications. Special configurations for vendor parts have also
been eliminated because the infinite positioning angles of
REVO allow measuring of a part without special fixturing or
consideration of which probe to use. With so few probes,
calibration time has dropped to around 46 minutes. Now QC
technicians monitor the calibration instead of calibrating every
shift. “We are now able to measure all our mass production
parts with just two probe configurations,” said Watts. “We were
able to eliminate the large ball stylus configurations because of
the large approach angle the REVO creates between the stylus
and work piece. During scanning, the REVO maintains the
approach angle, which allows a large cylindrical feature such as
a cylinder bore to be measured with the same stylus used for
measuring a 5mm bore, with no chance of shanking the stylus.”
Flexibility of the REVO system has also proven to be a
time-saver for Kawasaki. “We can measure any part on either
machine with a limited amount of fixturing and no special
calibrations,” said Watts. “We measure all our parts on three
types of fixturing. The REVO probe orients itself to the part
after it’s initially aligned. The utilisation of special fixtures has
almost been eliminated, without concerns of measurement
error due to part alignment.”
Kawasaki programs all of its inspection routines in-house
using Mitutoyo’s Mcosmos 3.1 software. The upgrade to REVO
instigated a shift to parametric and modular programming of
inspection routines through in-house development of coding.
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This allows a program to be used for a part family. “We might
have 30 different crankshafts, for example, but because
everyone has the same features, only in a different size or
location, we can use the same inspection program to measure
all the parts,” he stated.

Faster inspection, better data from QC to R&D
Watts says that the transition from 3-axis to 5-axis
programming is not difficult, and a programmer with limited
ability can still program REVO inspections as 3-axis. However,
when it comes to optimising speed of inspection, it is critical to
use head motion as much as possible. “This allows you to scan
parts the quickest, without inducing measurement error,” he
added. “REVO opens up a lot of possibilities, with few
limitations, so speed gains are obtainable for both the higher
and lower skilled programmers.”
Inspection results may be relayed to the machining lines
manually or they can be accessed locally by line operators over
a computer network. “Some of our inspection reports supply
offsets directly back to the machining centres coordinate
system; this allows the CNC operator to read the offset
adjustment right off the report, allowing no misinterpretation
of what offsets the operator needs to input,” Watts explained.
“We take advantage of some of the ‘best fit’ algorithms and

work with our production engineers, especially on parts that
require more complex algorithms to get the adjustment right,
and to utilise multiple process adjustments simultaneously. We
had limited ability to do this before the REVO; the REVO
allowed us to utilise parametric programming, which in turn
allowed us to expand our capability across the board more
easily.”
Five-axis CMM scanning has been a game-changer for QC
at the Maryville plant in terms of speed, data quality, and
inspection capacity, according to Watts. “We’ve enjoyed big
gains from having two machines that are completely redundant,
so if one machine breaks or is down for calibration, it’s not a
problem to measure critical parts on the other machine. That’s
a big advantage in the QC lab, because we were the ones who,
in a pinch, had to get the large part on the small CMM, or the
part requiring the odd angle probe on the machine that didn’t
have it. We used to get requests from R&D to measure certain
geometries, and it was next to impossible to achieve in the time
allotted. Now we can provide the data much quicker and, being
scanned data, our people have greater confidence in it. This
new flexibility, the reduced fixturing, form measurement, the
parametric programming – these are all collateral advantages,
in addition to the raw inspection speed” he concludes. ☐
Courtesy: Renishaw
> MORE@CLICK EM01804 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Optimising
deburring processes
I M A G E C O U RT E S Y: Piller Entgrattechnik GmbH

Due to ever stricter requirements for product
quality and functionality, intermediate and
downstream processes like deburring are
becoming more and more significant across
all industry sectors. The article briefs on the
use of technologies, which are ideally matched
to greatly varying deburring requirements and
ensure good process reliability.
Doris Schulz
Journalist (DJV)
Schulz Presse Text
doris.schulz@pressetextschulz.de

Burrs and chips are unavoidable in virtually all
manufacturing processes used for series production. Today,
the removal of these remnants from the production process is
an absolute must for high quality, precision parts. On one
hand, ever stricter requirements for deburring quality and
process reliability have to be fulfilled and on the other, the
deburring process has to be made increasingly efficient.
Whether parts are manufactured by means of machining,
metal forming or master forming, deburring usually doesn’t
fall into one of the part manufacturer’s areas of core competence.
Thus, removal of these remnants from the production process
is often still seen as a necessary evil, which increases unit costs.
However, due to ever stricter requirements for product quality
and functionality, intermediate and downstream processes like
deburring are becoming more and more significant across all
industry sectors. In addition to this, component geometry is
getting continuously more complex, and parts are being made
of new materials and material combinations. This necessitates
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the use of technologies, which are ideally matched to greatly
varying deburring requirements and ensure good process
reliability. Otherwise, not only does product quality suffers,
but economic efficiency as well.

Reducing costs by predicting & minimising burrs
In particular, machined workpieces often include difficultto-access areas, which have to be deburred, for example,
undercuts, grooves, slots, internal holes and holes that cross
through each other. The more complex the workpiece becomes,
the more difficult it is to get at the burrs. But, here as well, it’s
nevertheless crucial to remove burrs reliably, in accordance
with the specified requirements and without adversely affecting
the material. A further challenge is presented by so-called
secondary burrs, which are caused by deburring tool during
the deburring process.
A model used to predict and minimise burrs makes a
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significant contribution to reliable and efficient deburring of
workpieces made of steel and non-ferrous metals. It was
developed by Dr Beier-Entgrattechnik on the basis of a metal
forming approach for the formation of burrs as a practical
application. The goal is to provide production planning and
design engineering with a tool based on quick and practical
means for predicting the formation of burrs to optimise
processes and make them more efficient.
The model incorporates findings from materials science
and an engineering viewpoint of the machining and forming
processes. The formation of burrs depends primarily on the
material’s stress-strain behaviour and the prevailing cutting
forces. Elastic and plastic material characteristics are derived
from the results of tensile tests. The determination or
specification of cutting forces is based on relationships
prevailing in machining technology.

High-speed deburring
In the case of machined workpieces, which are produced in

large numbers, deburring takes place at the end of the
automated manufacturing process, or after a sub-process.
From an economic standpoint, a fully automated, high-speed
deburring process, which is executed directly in the machining
centre or the CNC machine is the ideal solution. In order to
prevent any slow-down of manufacturing processes, with
short cycle times and to assure uniform quality, reliable,
automated and highly effective deburring methods are required
on one hand.
On the other hand, utilised tools have to be matched to the
application and must ensure that deburring results meet the
specified requirements, even for complex workpieces with
difficult to access burrs. Furthermore, no secondary burrs may
be caused by the deburring process. Special HSD tools (highspeed deburring) have been developed for applications of this
sort. The cutting force required by these tools is not generated
by spring elements, but rather by a pressure medium, for
example, coolant, oil, compressed air or minimum lubrication
lines, which are already available.
This system has the advantage of maintaining force applied
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Where deburring is concerned, ever stricter
demands are being placed on quality, process
reliability and economic efficiency

to the cutter at a constant level over a broad range of cutting
tool deflection. The cutters are pressed in the furthest inside a
drill hole by its walls. Since there aren’t any burrs here, excessive
force applied to the cutter would alter or even damage the
surface, and would result in unnecessary wear. HSD tools
develop the most force when cutters are open very wide, for
example, at the edges of drill holes where the drill first enters
or exits the material or the edge of a cross-hole or a groove,
which needs to be deburred, i.e. precisely where force is actually
required for deburring, and if necessary for the production of
a chamfer. These tools permit forward and reverse deburring,
as well as the deburring of cross-holes, without and design
changes.
All cross-holes, as well as the main hole’s point of entry and
exit can be deburred through the main hole with and HSD tool
in a time-saving fashion in a single work step. Different
diameters of the cross-holes and any grooves or oblong holes
that need to be deburred don’t play any role in this respect. At
the same time, specially shaped cutters assure that the burrs
aren’t just bent over or pressed into the cross-holes.

New process for burr-free, crossing oil holes
The new, automated CBD deburring process (cross bore
deburring) developed by Heule Werkzeug AG in Switzerland is
used in first applications. It’s a further development of the
time-tested, modular COFA tool system, in the newest
generation of which the cutter and the cutter retainer are
separate. The COFA design provides for increased economic
efficiency, as well as improved productivity, and is opening up
a broader range of applications as well. Integrating the tool
into the machining centre or CNC machine makes it possible
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to produce already deburred workpieces. No pre-adjustment of
the COFA tool is required – the mechanically, accurately
guided deburring cutter can be inserted or replaced manually,
or with a jig. Its functional principle ensures uniform, radiusshaped deburring without any secondary burrs with a defined
cutter at even and uneven drill-hole edges. Forward and reverse
processing is completed in a single work-step without reversing
the spindle’s direction of rotation, and without time-consuming
turning of the work-piece. Part tolerances are compensated
automatically by the tool’s operating principle. The COFA tool
can also be used for workpieces made of difficult-to-machine
materials such as stainless steel, titanium and Inconel® as of a
hole diameter of 2 mm with practically no limits for maximum
hole size.
However, use of the COFA system is limited in the case of
holes, which cross through each other whose diameter ratio
approaches 1:1 and have an intersection angle of less than 90°.
Heule has developed the CBD process for applications of this
sort, for example, removal of internal burrs at the back of oil
holes. This tool system is also of modular design and can be
integrated into the machine. But it makes use of a modified
operating principle: deburring is axial (comparable to
broaching) and feed is radial. As a result, the CBD process
makes it possible for the first time to deburr cross-holes with
nearly any diameter ratio and with intersection angles of
significantly less than 90° in an automated fashion within the
machining process with a defined cutter. High process
reliability is achieved, thanks to the strictly mechanical
operating principle. ☐
Courtesy: DeburringEXPO - a technical trade fair for deburring and polishing
technology, Karlsruhe Exhibition Centre, Germany, 13-15 Oct, 2015.
> MORE@CLICK EM01805 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Simulation to test sustainable technologies
A read on how researchers at Whirlpool Corporation are using simulation to test innovative
and sustainable technologies for new oven designs.
In terms of energy consumption, ovens have the most
room for improvement of any appliance in the kitchen, with
only 10 to 12% of the total energy expended used to heat the
food being prepared. This is one of the reasons why Whirlpool
Corporation, the world’s largest home appliance manufacturer,
is exploring new solutions for enhancing the resource
efficiency of their domestic ovens. Using a combination of
experimental testing and finite element analysis (FEA),
Whirlpool engineers are seeking solutions to improve energy
efficiency by exploring new options for materials,
manufacturing and thermal element design.
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In partnership with the GREENKITCHEN Project, a
European initiative that supports the development of energyefficient home appliances with reduced environmental impact,
researchers at Whirlpool R&D, (Italy) are studying the energy
consumption of their ovens by exploring the heat transfer
processes of convection, conduction, and radiation.
“Multiphysics analysis allows us to better understand the heat
transfer process that occurs within a domestic oven, as well as
test innovative strategies for increasing energy efficiency,” says
Nelson Garcia-Polanco, Research & Thermal Engineer,
Whirlpool R&D working on the GREENKITCHEN project.
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“Our goal is to reduce the energy consumption of
Whirlpool’s ovens by 20%,” he adds. Even if only one electric
oven is installed in every three households in Europe, the
resulting increase in efficiency would reduce the annual
electricity usage of European residential homes by around 850
terawatt-hours. This would lead to a reduction of about 50
million tons in CO2 emissions per year.

Light as a feather, not thick as a brick
A loaf of bread should be as light as a feather, not, as they
say, as thick as a brick. Ironically, the standard test for energy
consumption in the European Union, known as the “brick
test,” involves heating a water-soaked brick and measuring
temperature distribution and evaporation during the process.
“A brick is used since it offers a standard test for all ovens.
The brick is created to have similar thermal properties and
porosity as that of many foods, making it a good substitute,”
says Polanco.
During the experiment, a wet brick with an initial
temperature of 5°C is placed in the oven’s centre and is heated
until the brick reaches a previously defined “delta” temperature
(in this case, 55°C). The temperature and amount of water
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evaporated from the brick are recorded throughout the
experiment. Using the simulation software COMSOL
Multiphysics, Polanco and
team created a model of
Whirlpool’s Minerva oven to explore its thermal performance
during this test.

Accurate simulations provide right solution in
less time
The secret to efficient cooking lies in the heat transfer rate,
which describes the rate at which heat moves from one point to
another. Inside an oven, food is heated by a combination of
conduction, convection, and radiation. “The static cycle heats
the oven from the bottom (bake) and the top of the cavity
(broil) using the corresponding heating elements, while the
forced convection cycle uses the same configuration along with
an internal fan,” he avers. “Therefore, radiation is most
important during a static cycle, and convection dominates
during the forced convection cycle.” The simulation took into
account the different heat transfer rates of the various heating
methods as well as a combination of different elements
including material properties, oven shape and the type of food
being prepared.
There are several factors that proved especially important
when considering the transient behaviour of the oven model.
“We considered the emissivity of the glass door, thickness of
the walls and the material properties of the walls,” he says. “We
made a detailed comparison of the results of both the simulation
and actual experiment throughout the heating cycle, which
helped verify that our simulation was accurate.”
In addition to predictions of the temperature of the oven
surfaces, detailed information about the temperature profiles
and moisture concentrations within the brick were acquired.
“We looked at the temperature behaviour within the brick,”
says Polanco. “When we compared data from our simulation
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with the experimental data, we found that our predictions
about the internal temperature of the brick closely matched
that of our experimental data,” he adds. Knowing that the
simulation is accurate will allow Whirlpool’s team to probe the
oven and brick at any point in space and time with confidence
in the results they obtain. “For our future experiments, this
knowledge will help us to save both time and money by
reducing the number of prototypes and design iterations we go
through before settling on a final oven design.”
The team also looked at the water concentration in the
brick throughout the experiment. The experimental results
were very close to the simulation, with an average predicted
value of 166 grams of evaporated water after 50 minutes and an
actual value of 171 grams. “Knowing the rate at which water
evaporates from the brick will help us to conduct further
studies into different strategies for reducing energy
consumption without decreasing the final quality of the
product,” he says.

For high-efficiency cooking
The results from this verification study will help further
the mission of GREENKITCHEN project to empower
innovative households to reduce national energy consumption
and improve energy efficiency in Europe. A proven, reliable
model simplifies the verification of new design ideas and
product alterations, helping designers to find the right solution
in less time. “This study confirmed that our model is accurate,
allowing us to be confident in the results when we test future
design ideas,” concludes Polanco. “Our next steps will be to use
this model to optimize the use of energy resources in the oven
and to deliver a robust, energy-efficient design to the European
market,” he shares.☐
Courtesy: Comsol
> MORE@CLICK EM01806 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Re-building classic cars
Jim Stokes Workshops uses Haas CNC vertical machining centres to recreate engines and engine
components. An application story on the usage of these machining centres used by this company
to achieve effective productivity

Jim Stokes Workshops Limited specialises in restoring,
rebuilding, and caring for priceless vintage cars, in particular
Alfa Romeo 8Cs from the 1930s. To recreate engines and
engine components, the company has invested in three Haas
CNC vertical machining centres. Fittingly, company owner Jim
Stokes likens his Haas machines to engines: “Big, American
V8s,” he calls them, “brilliant and functional.”
From its origin, more than 30 years ago as a backyard
business, Jim Stokes Workshops Ltd (JSW Group) has grown
steadily over the years, and now easily fills five spacious units
on an industrial estate in Waterlooville, Hampshire, UK. When
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he started the business, Jim was probably regarded as a little bit
of an eccentric.

Upgrading machines with Haas
In the intervening years, JSW Group has built a reputation
around the world for 8C expertise, as well as in-depth knowledge
for similarly rare & exotic Aston Martins, Ferraris, Jaguars,
Lancias, Mercedes, and Rolls-Royces, which pass through for
repairs, pre and post-race TLC and, occasionally, full
restorations. The company has also built six, painstaking
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recreations of Lancia D50s, and a diminutive yellow Ferrari 156
Sharknose: classic monoposto F1 cars from the 1950s and 60s,
respectively. The details & authenticity of the cars is such that
they qualify for FIA passports, allowing them to compete in
strictly controlled events reserved for thoroughbred classics.
Today, the JSW Group has four divisions: Triple M focuses
on part manufacturing operations; South Shore specialises in
bodywork and fabrication; Classics by JSW is more “everyday”
vehicles; and Jim Stokes Workshops Ltd, which is the group’s
best known business.
Triple M owns three Haas CNC vertical machining centres:
a VF-2, a VF-5, and a VF-6. The “V8s”, as Jim calls them, allow
Triple M to produce one-offs or batches of better-than-new
components, such as cylinder heads, cylinder blocks, valves,
crankcases, carburettors, oil & water pumps, etc. “I like the
American engineering, and I like the way Haas machines work.
They’ve proven themselves as hard working, reliable machines,
and they’ve allowed us to bring so much more of our part
manufacturing back in-house,” he adds.
The story of how the company opted for Haas machines is
interesting. Tony Fairbairn, one of the JSW Group’s longserving machinists, had left the firm to pursue an opportunity
at another local company in a completely different industry
sector, where he was running several Haas machines. JSW
missed him, so a plan was hatched to lure him back.
“I knew I needed to upgrade the machines we had,” Jim
recalls, “and I knew if I invested in Haas, Tony would consider
coming back. I already knew a lot of people using Haas
machines, so I had no reservations about buying them.” He had
a long-term plan to do as much machining as possible within
the business. “In the early days, my philosophy was to do
everything myself,” he says. “But after five years of working 18
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JSW produces 90% of engine parts using four
axes CNC machines

hours a day, 7 days a week, I realised I couldn’t do it. However,
you give it to subcontractors and quickly realise that they don’t
do what you want.”

Incorporating component machining
On any particular weekday, The JSW Group garage may
contain several Alfa 8Cs, usually owned by media-shy big
name collectors or well-known, very successful business
people. A frequent visitor to the shop is the 1932 Le Mans
24-hour race winner.
“The owner of that car, like many others, would not race it
with the original engine; it’s too valuable from a historic point
of view. Instead, we manufacture a replacement engine to his
specification. We can do that with engines, gearboxes, and
axles. So, if you want to race these things hard, you can do it
without damaging the original vehicle. All of the component
machining is done on the Haas machines.” Of the three Haas
CNC machine tools on site, the VF-5 has a 10,000-rpm spindle,
while the VF-2 and the VF-6 have a 7500-rpm spindle. Two of
the machines have a fourth-axis Haas rotary table.
“We currently have most of the machine performance and
capacity we need. We have to machine very large crankcases
for AC engines, and so we need something with 1.6 m of travel,
which means the VF-6 is perfect. It has plenty of tools [24 + 1],
and we also have a fourth-axis on it, which we use when we run
the machine overnight for making parts like stub axles. During
the day, we use the rest of the bed for other jobs. For instance,
at the moment we’re running cylinder blocks, which we make
in two identical halves. We can produce 95% of our engine
parts using four axes, as the port work is not particularly
sophisticated,” he explains.
A very small part of the JSW Group business produces
parts for film companies. For example, the company recently
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recreated the rear section of the Ford Mustang used in Fast &
Furious 6, “We were asked to make the tail in aluminium,” says
Jim, “because the film company wanted it to crush on impact
like a beer can. We ended up making five versions.”
“We also get a lot of commissions and projects
from high net worth individuals around the world. It’s not
unusual for customers to ask if there’s anywhere nearby to land
a helicopter. Sometimes, we need to go to the car if the car
cannot come to us; we’re happy to send employees all over the
world if necessary.”

Re-creating cars
The Haas machines also produce parts for the group’s
Classics by JSW division. This is where the company restores,
repairs, and rebuilds more “affordable” classic cars, including
Porsche 911s, MGs, and even humble Morris Minors. The Haas
machines are used to make components that are simply no
longer available.
“I can take a job, put it on any of the Haas machines, and
get the same result in terms of quality and repeatability,” he
enthuses. “The CNC of each machine is exactly the same as the
others. The added advantage is, if you can use one Haas, you
can use them all.”
Tony Fairbairn’s insistence for JSW to invest in Haas
machines was well founded. “He came back to the company
and is now machine shop manager,” says Jim. “In the fullness of
time, we intend to upgrade every machine in our workshop to
Haas, including, perhaps, some 5-axis machines. Ultimately,
the potential in our business is definitely in the machine shop.
We have several projects lined up, and if they all come to
fruition, the next two or three years could be mind blowing!” ☐
Courtesy: Haas Automation
> MORE@CLICK EM01807 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Forming composite fibres
Introduction of composites in the automotive industry lightens the vehicle to approximately
30-40% of its original weight. The article explains the main processes & variants, currently
used for processing composite materials reinforced with fibre.
In recent years, nature is giving signals, which are
becoming more and more visible, alerting us to the climatic
change in which the emission of gases that retain heat seems
to be speeding up the process. Levels of the so called
greenhouse gases are the highest recorded in the last
65,000 years.
The result of all of this development is known as global
warming, which is causing a series of changes to the earth’s
climate and to long-term meteorological patterns, depending
on the location. Reducing these gases is vital for lessening the
effects and to slow it down, if not to stop it.
Road transport is the second sector that produces most
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greenhouse gases in the European Union and furthermore,
these emissions, including commercial vehicles, are on the
increase. That is why the EU, in particular, for the automotive
industry, has approved the reduction of CO2 emissions of cars
from 130 g/km foreseen for 2015 to 95 g/km in 2020.
Composite materials resurface in force, given their potential
to offer lightness, strength and aesthetic benefits. They are
slowly gaining ground on metal sheeting for those parts, where
the cost difference is less and of little significance. All vehicles
have parts made from composite materials or from those
commonly known as plastics, of insignificant structural
identity, such as trim, mirrors, engine gas pipes, etc.
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This process begins with GMT, a solid
material, which normally comes in
pre-cut blanks

In recent years, there are many examples of semi-structural
parts, where composites are introduced, like spare wheel well,
car lining (hood, ceiling, boot, fins, etc), and in 2013, for the
first time, in structural parts of cars, thus, obtaining a body
in white totally in carbon fibre (BMW i3).With the
introduction of composites, it is possible to lighten the vehicle
to around 30-40% of its original weight.
All advances that are taking place in manufacturing semistructural parts are due to the advances in materials and
resins. But, it is also important to point out the advances
occurring in the improvement of apparently mature processes,
and the emergence of new variants that will lead to a bright
future for their use in the automotive sector.
The following section explains the main processes
and variants currently used for the processing of composite
materials, in which Fagor Arrasate is working to obtain
the knowledge and technology with which to provide
complete installations capable of producing parts made from
composite materials.

Sheet moulding compound (SMC)
Based on the forming SMC, which begins as a cold paste,
composed of discontinuous glass fibre and a thermosetting
matrix, i.e. once the material is cured (hardens), it cannot
return to the previous paste; its condition is permanent. The
material is available in spools, as for sheeting, but being a
paste, to be rolled up it, must be packed between two layers of
film, so that the material does not stick together. For
manufacturing parts, first, the spool is unrolled and the upper
and lower film is removed. Then, the SMC is cut using blades
in forms to obtain a true paste. This paste is deposited in the
mould, using special tongs, but, unlike the sheeting, it does
not cover the entire surface.
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Next, the press lowers to apply pressure to the paste in
order to extend it to all parts of the mould. A hot mould and
the pressure of the press is used for this. The heat accelerates
the curing process of the part, while also ensuring that the
paste flows and more easily fills all parts of the mould. After
several minutes in the press a solid piece is obtained.
The presses must include an active control of the
parallelism of the carriage, so that the mould is parallel when
closed and there are no thickness differences generated in the
final part.

Glass mat thermoplastic (GMT)
This process begins with GMT, a solid material, which
normally comes in pre-cut blanks. The resin is thermoplastic,
indicating that once the final part is produced, by applying
heat, it can be melted again, unlike for the thermosetting,
since this would degrade. The reinforcement in this case is
fibre glass. But it is not a mat, they are dispersed fibres as in
the SMC process, but are longer, which provides
higher mechanical properties to the parts obtained from
this process.
The cold blanks are heated in a furnace to activate the
resin, so that a paste material is obtained the same as for the
SMC but this time, hot. The manipulation of the paste to the
press is performed by a robot with a needle claw, given that
on this occasion manual handling is not possible for the
temperature of the paste. Here, the material is hot, when it
enters the press, so the mould should be cold. After a few
minutes, the final part is obtained, which can be cooled in a
cooling tunnel (also possible for the SMC). On this occasion,
a weighing scale is not used, but having started from cut
blanks, the number of planks to melt to correctly obtain the
final piece is known.
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The main processes and variants currently used for
the processing of composite materials

Direct long fibre thermoplastic (DLFT)
This also works with a thermoplastic resin material and
glass fibre reinforcement. Although its name indicates that the
fibre is long, the longest fibre is actually obtained in the
GMT process. Direct relates to the fact that, this time, the material
is manufactured in situ, on line, at the time, unlike SMC and GMT,
where a third party supplies the starting material. With this process,
the end customers, themselves, can make the material according
to their needs and in real time. To do this, the thermoplastic,
supplied in pellets, is melted and mixed with the glass fibre in
an extruder. This extruder has a series of internal screws, aimed at
melting and mixing the thermoplastic and kneading it together
with the fibre. On exiting the extruder, a composite hot paste is
obtained, which, as in the process of GMT, has to be
manipulated by needles. This paste is deposited in the mould
and through pressure is distributed throughout its interior.

High Pressure Resin Transfer Moulding and
Compression Resin Transfer Moulding
(HP-RTM & CRTM)
These processes are the evolution of the classical RTM.
There is a minimal similarity in these to metal sheeting, since
this time it works with continuous fibres in a fabric format.
These fabrics are woven from fibres of glass, carbon, kevlar, etc
and must be of the same size as the final piece, as is the case for
metal sheeting. Since it is a mat, it cannot be dispersed and it
provides these parts with excellent mechanical properties.
Through the use of HP-RTM and CRTM, structural parts
are obtained, composed of more than one layer of fabric, for
which the orientations are calculated, based on the stress that
the final part will suffer. Both work with dry fibres, which must
be cut or as stated, a preform must be made that fits the shape
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of the final part in the mould. In addition, all the fabrics with
their appropriate orientations must be stacked correctly.
Once this dry preform is deposited in the mould (without
resin), it’s time to shape it and give it rigidity. For this, a
thermosetting resin is injected from inside the mould, which
should moisten (impregnation) all the fibres of the various
layers to give the part cohesion and, thus, strength, rigidity, etc
is calculated.
While for HP-RTM, the mould is completely closed and
then the resin is injected at high pressure, so it can flow
throughout the mould and impregnates all fibres; for CRTM,
the mould is not closed completely and a gap is left between
the top of the mould and the preform. The resin is injected
through this gap which unlike the HP-RTM remains at the top
of the preform. Then, the mould is closed, initiating the
impregnation in the direction of thickness of the part.
Through these processes high strength structural parts can
be obtained in record time, producing a part in around 3
minutes per press. The development of fast curing resins would
allow a reduction in this time and a high degree of automation
of the process

Conclusion
The future of car involves reducing its weight, obtaining as
a final result of hybrid cars. No car will be made from 100%
composite materials, magnesium, aluminium or sheet metal.
Each material will better fulfill a function for a specific part
and, therefore, will be the material to use for that particular
part. But the trend in the use of steel in vehicles will gradually
decrease, thereby, increasing the use of alternative materials
like aluminium and composite materials. ☐
Courtesy: Fagor Arrasate
> MORE@CLICK EM01808 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Modern marketing for manufacturing
To meet buyers’ evolving needs, and to keep up with the manufacturing floor, marketing
must introduce new efficiencies and improvements, while moving their efforts beyond
the product launch. They must become more proactive, following customers through
the entire sales journey.
Imagine it. Create it. Launch it. Then start all over again.
Led by engineers and product managers, that’s the way the
manufacturing sector has traditionally rolled out products.
Marketing has followed their lead, focusing their efforts on
getting the word out to promote new product launches, then
moving to the next as soon as the last product gets out the door.
That launch-centric cycle has ruled the manufacturing
sector, but as the pace picks up marketing is falling through the
cracks. Fed by constant improvements, manufacturing has
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evolved over the past 50 years: companies nowadays can
introduce more products and new features for existing ones at a
faster pace than ever before, spread across many brands. Kaizen
- a philosophy focused on the continuous improvement of
internal processes - has become a prevalent way of thinking for
engineers, plant managers and manufacturing executives alike.
Meanwhile, Six Sigma and Lean Manufacturing, along with the
advent of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) tools and the
digitisation of the entire product lifecycle process, have created
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efficiencies that result in a quicker path from idea to launch.
Kaizen philosophy, though, doesn’t appear to have made its
way into the marketing department, meaning that few
marketing departments have devoted the same amount of time
to searching out inefficiencies and looking for new ways to
improve their internal processes and customer interactions. As
a result, marketing has been spread thin as they try to keep up
with the faster pace of the manufacturing floor. In more recent
years, changing buyer behaviour and new avenues for
communication have made it even more difficult for marketing
teams to execute their duties effectively. To keep up, create
loyalty and build better customer relationships, they require
new strategies that go beyond the product launch. Strategies
that begin with better dialogue between manufacturers and the
consumers they serve. That starts with finding the right tools.

The launch-centric approach
Centering efforts around product launches have become a
tried and true tradition in the manufacturing sector. And that
trend has happened for a reason. Simply put, in the past it’s
effectively moved unit—at least some of the time.
Marketing’s role in the process has become prescribed and
reactive: after creating a launch plan, they build the marketing
materials around it, while sales create a list of prospective
customers to target - including retailers or business clients,
depending on the brand.
When the product is released, it’s launched with fanfare:
emails sent to prospective customers, new marketing materials
introduced, and content added to the website. Sometimes the
efforts pay off and an acceptable number of units are sold;
other times they don’t and additional trade promotions, price
cuts, and incentives are brought on to try to move more units
from the shelves. More often than not, sales and marketing are
blamed for any lackluster results.
Once the cycle is completed, a new product is ready to be
released. While the launch-centric approach has brought
manufacturing to the point it is today, new problems have
arisen as the engineering and marketing teams try to coordinate
their efforts in a much faster environment. Often:
r Marketing is unprepared for the launch. It could be because
the product went from idea to launch quicker than expected,
or because the marketing department was too busy with an
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earlier product release. But for a product launch to line up
successfully and on time, marketing has to start considering
it early and often. While the acceleration of product
introductions and multiplication of brands make it more
difficult than ever to keep up, it’s also become more
important to do so, as competition continues to increase,
leaving a shorter window for success.
r Marketing moves on too quickly from a launch. By moving
away from a launch too quickly, maybe to prepare for
another launch ahead, marketing doesn’t have a chance to
measure the effectiveness of their campaigns. By taking the
time to watch how inventory is moving and evaluating
other factors that may be contributing to or taking away
from sales, marketing can adjust their strategy as needed
and sell more units as a result.
Those problems will become more rampant as the needs of
both manufacturing and marketing continue to change. For
marketing, that means more products to focus on, all while the
number of communication and sales channels has multiplied
and the buying habits of prospective consumers have evolved.
Marketing departments have become overworked or have had
to expand—outsizing the engineering team—to become truly
effective.
That’s not all that’s changed, though. Customers today have
different needs, with higher expectations on the products they
buy and shorter attention spans in which to build an impression.
At the same time, they’re more knowledgeable on what they’re
buying, finding out through online research exactly what sets
one product apart from the next before they contact sales. That
means companies must gain consumer loyalty in a shorter
timeframe and differentiate their products in new ways.
With these evolving needs and the changing environment,
new approaches are needed. For marketing that starts with
embracing the Kaizen philosophy that already exists on the
manufacturing floor, improving their standardised activities
and processes while eliminating any waste. The right
technologies can help them do that.

Changing tides
An evolution in marketing strategy is already evident in
high-tech manufacturers, which have moved away from the
launch-centric approach. Instead, they’ve aimed to stay in tune
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The proper tools can help add new efficiencies
to the marketing process, consolidating and
coordinating efforts to streamline that process
and moving it beyond its traditional reactive role

with their new customer requirements, using two-way
interactions to assess exactly what features clients need. That
knowledge helps them stay ahead of the competition and set
their products apart in ways that matter, through both new
features and perceived value introduced through marketing
efforts.
Extending the dialogue to potential audiences by activating
Big Data through advanced audience-building capabilities and
extending the dialogue to customers and known prospects past
the product launch can create other ways of getting a company’s
message across. By following customers through the sales
journey and communicating along the way, marketing’s role
becomes less reactive and more proactive - building
relationships and brand loyalty rather than simply pushing as
much product out as possible.
This can help in a multitude of ways, by:
r Unveiling alternative methods of releasing products
r Determining, with the help of predictive analysis tools,
inventory numbers for new releases.
It can also help identify overlaps in consumer needs and
marketing activities, assisting marketing to coordinate and
streamline wherever possible. Traditionally, little collaboration
has existed, leading to a duplication of efforts and wasting time
and resources as a result.

The right tools
The first goal for modern marketers in today’s manufacturing
environment is to make sure their products stay top of mind.
That means educating clients and prospective customers
effectively and continuing to build a dialogue at all stages of
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the sales cycle. Email and social media help to keep that
information flowing, making sure brands stay front and centre
with the right audience. Webinars and virtual events have also
proven helpful as an efficient way to keep prospective
consumers informed. Monitoring those events along the way knowing who attends and how focused they are on the message
being delivered - can help marketers understand what’s working
and what’s not, and allow them to alter their messaging
accordingly.
Those efforts can be time consuming, though, without the
right technologies to make them run more smoothly. The
proper tools can help add new efficiencies to the marketing
process, consolidating and coordinating efforts to streamline
that process and moving it beyond its traditional reactive role.
Today, new opportunities exist to introduce those efficiencies
through minimal investment.
Cross-channel marketing and marketing automation
represent such an opportunity, assisting manufacturers as they
modernise their sales and marketing model while reacting to
changes in the buying process.
r Cross-channel marketing creates consistent yet personalised
experiences, messages, and promotions across web, social,
mobile, e-mail, or any digital channel, helping to attract
and retain customers that drive revenue and stay loyal.
r Content marketing makes it possible to plan, produce, and
deliver marketing content across the customer life cycle,
aligning content with customer behaviour at each stage, to
increase engagement, accelerate conversion, and improve
retention.
r Through social marketing, marketers can listen, analyse,
and personally engage customers across millions of
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conversations, discussions, and connections on social
networks. This gives customer advocates a platform to
amplify a company’s message and promote its brand.
r Data management helps aggregate, enrich, and analyse
data, for a comprehensive view of each customer,
personalising programs and experience. It creates a single
source of customer data to develop personas and predict
behaviours.
Oracle Marketing Cloud for manufacturing helps combine
all of that. Custom designed for the manufacturing sector, it
helps marketers gain easier access to customers, getting to
know them better while driving improved engagement from
indirect sales partners, ensuring all their brands get shelf space.

Beyond the product launch
A product-centered approach to marketing for
manufacturing—focused around the product launch—has had
success in the past, when marketers could focus more on
specific products and buyers followed a more traditional
purchasing path. Today, though, consumers are looking for
more, and marketers need new approaches that will help them
supply it. To meet those needs, marketing must take inspiration
from the manufacturing floor, searching out continuous
improvement to eliminate wasteful activities and streamline
others, all while keeping up with the new way consumers are
approaching the buying process. That begins with creating new
dialogues, building strong client relationships and putting the
right tools in place. ☐
Courtesy: Oracle (www.oracle.com/marketingcloud)
> MORE@CLICK EM01809 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Recovering dynamics of Italian industry
Positive trends have been witnessed across the Italian manufacturing industry and the
machine tool industry is now on top of the world rankings. The article gives a sneak-peek
on the growth of the production output of the country, along with highlighting its trade
relations with India.
As per recent reports presented by the Italian Ministry of
the Economic Development between May 2014 and July 2015,
the New Sabatini law generated investments (not only in
machine tools) for 2.2 billion €. The positive trend of the order
index in the domestic market proves that the recovery of the
Italian manufacturing industry has begun.
Highlighting this, Luigi Galdabini, President, UCIMUSISTEMI PER PRODURRE, opines, “In the second quarter of
2015, the index of machine tool orders, processed by Centro
Studi & Cultura di Impresa (Studies Dept & Business Culture)
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of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, registered a 30%
growth in comparison with the same period of 2014. Thus,
there has been an extension to seven consecutive quarters of
the positive trend highlighted by the index of machine tool
orders collected by Italian manufacturers as it occurred all over
2014. Even in these first two quarters of 2015, they are reporting
the best performances in the domestic market.” The index of
domestic orders recorded a new upturn, amounting to 46.7%
compared with April-June, 2014. It is also reported that the
index of orders collected abroad registered a 26.1% increase.
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“India still has unexpressed
potential, which can and
must be developed, also in
co-operation with Italy”
Luigi Galdabini,
President,
UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE

domestic consumption that increased by 33.8% to 2,738
million €, favouring both the deliveries of Italian manufacturers
up by 44% to 1,587 million and imports grown by 21.9%
to 1,151 million €. However, an opposite sign was highlighted
by exports, down by 3.9% to 3,253 million €. This outcome
was due, at least partly, to the choice of manufacturers to
readdress their offer to the domestic market, where
consumption started again.

Performance of the machine tool industry

“The recovery of machine tool consumption in Italy,”
stressed Galdabini, “is indeed an issue of interest not only for
manufacturers, but, on the contrary, it is and must be more
relevantly among the priorities of our country, whose
manufacturing industry is working with more and more
obsolete and less efficient production technologies.”

Market size
Speaking on the production output of the industry,
Galdabini says, “With around 400 companies, 32,000 employees
and a turnover reaching 4.8 billion € in 2014, the Italian
machine tool industry is on top of the world rankings of the
sector. We rank third in the ranking of exports and fourth in
that of production.” He further adds, “More than 65% of the
total produced by the companies was exported.”
In particular, in 2014, the production grew by 7.9%,
reaching 4,840 million €. It was driven by the recovery of
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“After the world recession of 2009 and a period of
fluctuations, in 2014 the machine tool sector started a
new development phase, which will certainly benefit EMO
Milano 2015 and its exhibitors,” believes Galdabini
The increased consumption of machine tools, in Europe and
in Italy, where EMO Milano 2015 will take place, is actually
confirmed by the data processed by Oxford Economics.
According to the institute, a growth will be recorded in
the consumption of machinery in Europe—4.9% in 2015, 5.0%
in 2016 and 3.5% in 2017.
Focusing on Italy, it is interesting to analyse the figures of
the second quarter. The index of machine tool orders collected
by Italian manufacturers, processed by Centro Studi & Cultura
di Impresa (Studies Dept. & Business Culture) of UCIMUSISTEMI PER PRODURRE, shows a 30% upturn compared
with the same period of 2014, thus, extending its positive trend
to seven consecutive quarters. The outcome was mainly due to
the excellent trend of performances in the domestic market
(+46.7%). “As per these figures, it is confirming the start of a
new development period of machine tool consumption in Italy,
which will materialise with stronger and stronger increases:
+5% in 2016, +7.4% in 2017 (Oxford Economics Data), all to
the benefit of EMO Milano 2015,” he adds.
Going back to the quarter of 2015, the index of machine
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The machine tool sector started a new
development phase, which will surely
boost the success of EMO Milano
2015 and of its exhibitors

tool orders, processed by Centro Studi & Cultura di Impresa
registered a 2.2% growth in comparison with the same period
of the previous year. Therefore, there has been an extension to
six consecutive quarters of the positive trend reported by the
index of machine tool orders collected by Italian manufacturers,
who, as recorded all over the year 2014, showed the best
performances in the domestic market in this first quarter too.
The index of domestic orders indeed marked a new upturn,
in the amount of 15.4% compared with January-March 2014.
The index of orders collected abroad remained stationary
(-1%). The analysis of data, conducted by the method of the
“moving average”, which surveys the trend of the last four
quarters, thus, allowing to reduce the effect of seasonality
determined by different collections of orders in the different
quarters is currently showing a value of 119.3 (basis
2010=100).
The United States, China, Germany, Russia, France, Turkey,
Poland resulted the most important outlet markets of the
‘Made by Italians’ in the sector in 2014. Moreover, Italy has
finally gone back to investing again in machine tools supported
by the New Sabatini Law.

Trade relations with India
According to Galdabini, trade relations are surely very
positive. “India is among the most important destination
countries for the Italian export of the sector and the Indian
market is of particular interest for Italian enterprises. Although,
it is now universally recognised as one of the leading
manufacturing industries in the world, India still has
unexpressed potential, which can and must be developed, also
in co-operation with Italy,” he opines.
Emphasising on collaborations with India, Galdabini
highlights, “In India, we supported important initiatives, such
as that of the ‘Italian Technology Centre’, one of the concrete
initiatives carried out by the Ministry of the Economic
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Development and Federmacchine, within the wider project
‘Machines Italia in India’, conceived to support the Italian
companies in their penetration of the Indian market. The new
promotion centre for the “Made in Italy” of the sector, with
offices in Pune, promotes ITC brand and the brands of eleven
Italian enterprises. These companies manufacturing capital
equipment collaborate to develop new contacts with the Indian
institutions and the culture and industry worlds. This is really
necessary to support the internationalisation of Italian
enterprises in the area.”
Sharing insights on the PIATTAFORMA INDIA initiative,
he explains, “The aim of the initiative is to support the
companies in their internationalisation activity. For this,
‘PIATTAFORMA INDIA’ avails itself of the collaboration of an
Indian officer, acting as a facilitator directly on site. The
program is proposing itself as a real hub, capable of providing
the companies interested in working in the area with advice
and support.”

Highlighting EMO Milano 2015
Sharing insights on EMO Milano 2015, Galdabini avers,
“After the world recession of 2009, in 2014, the machine tool
sector started a new development phase, which will surely
boost the success of EMO Milano 2015 and of its exhibitors. In
particular, Oxford Economics forecasts a really positive
performance of the Italian market, +5% in 2016, +7.4% in
2017. Global consumption should reach 60 billion € in 2015,
63 billion in 2016 (+5.2%) and 66 billion in 2017 (+4.8%). The
exhibition offers the trade operators of EMO Milano 2015 a lot
of attractions for a unique programme of fringe events, making
the experience of the participants in the world metal working
exhibition unforgettable. Thanks to the numerous side events
we have organised.”☐
Courtesy: UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE
> MORE@CLICK EM01810 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Integrating design and manufacturing
The 15th edition of Delcam’s Asian Technical Summit 2015 was held on
August 3-5, 2015, at Bengaluru, India. This year’s summit highlighted
the combined strength of Autodesk and Delcam for the future of
making things; latest upgrades to Delcam’s range of software for
design, modelling for manufacture, machining, inspection and
advanced manufacturing technology. A post-event report…
The Delcam ATS (Asian Technical Summit) has
traditionally been a platform for Delcam to showcase its
technological & innovative initiatives and bring together an
array of Journalists, Academics, Customers and Industry
leaders under a single roof from all parts of Asia and Australia.
The 15th edition of ATS, was held at Bengaluru, India, from
August 3-5, 2015. Emphasizing on the focus this year, Vineet
Seth, Managing Director— South Asia & Middle East, Delcam
Ltd, said, “The ATS is all about showcasing our developments
since the previous edition and what is new coming in, with
testimonials from our key customers. This year, we have
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the opportunity to present the event under the Autodesk
banner post our acquisition in 2014. It gives us the chance to
reach out to our customers here in India and Asia to convey
the message that we are continuing to do things as we have
done in the past.”
The event kicked off on August 3 with a welcome
address by Ian Felton, Deputy High Commissioner,
UK. This was followed by a two-day presentation on Delcam’s
new developments in the area of manufacturing
software by application engineers, industry consultants and
key customers.
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New leadership

have a reputation of being able to machine effectively,
producing parts with high degree of complexity and delivering
The ATS 2015 was a significant event as it marked things with high quality and precision. Looking at the
Autodesk’s future plan of making things with a keynote productivity gains, customers can see the improvements in the
presentation by Pete Baxter, Vice President, Delcam Worldwide. multiple functions of machines” explains Baxter. Stressing on
Baxter recently joined Delcam from its parent company, Machine Verification (OMV), Seth opined, “It is a very
Autodesk, where he was a Vice President of Sales and served as interesting solution that marries the concept of measurement
the Country Manager for Autodesk in the United Kingdom. with machining and brings in a lot of functionality as well as
“Delcam has developed its competitive trends over the years in time & cost savings for our customers.”
different parts of the world by addressing various issues faced The major upgrades discussed in the summit were:
by local customers in various countries. Our results in PowerMILL: The main enhancement in the 2015 version of
percentage term indicate clearly that India, China and Japan PowerMILL programming software for five-axis and highare very significant growth markets for us. So, the motto of speed machining is the ability to mirror complete machining
this summit is to obviously confirm our commitment to these projects in one operation and to maintain automatically the
regions,” he shared.
machining characteristics, for example, to choose automatically
Restating the recent milestone of Delcam acquisition by whether climb or conventional milling should be used in each
Autodesk, Baxter avered, “The next logical step forward is to section of the toolpath. Previously, only individual tool paths
integrate the design software CAD with manufacturing software could be mirrored.
CAM. What has happened in the past is that design starts when PartMaker: The 2015 version includes improved support for
the model is complete and then, passed onto CAM to figure out today’s latest breed of multi-tasking machine tools, such as
how to make it. The opportunity that we have with Delcam is vertical mill-turns, more powerful milling and turning
to integrate these two processes to benefit our customers.”
functionality, and a unique approach to post processing for
multi-axis turn-mill centres and Swiss-type lathes, among
other productivity enhancements.
Producing parts at the point of demand
FeatureCAM: The 2015 R3 release includes a range of
Day 2 of the event started with a presentation on “The enhancements to give high-quality results on all types of
future of making things: Manufacturing” by Baxter. Further machine tools, including complex mill-turn equipment and
highlighting the disruptive trends in production, demand and five-axis machining centres, while retaining the rapid
products, he commented, “The means of production are programming times for which FeatureCAM is renowned.
changing with increase in product intelligence and growth in PowerINSPECT: The 2015 R2 release of the inspection
customer demands. There is a massive trend towards the usage software makes it easier to complete fast and accurate
of advanced materials like polymers and composites. We are inspection of complex assemblies. The new version includes
the leader in the use of these advanced materials. The advanced more options for automation of inspection sequences,
manufacturing facility in Birmingham is the greatest example including automated probe changes, automatic feature
of how we are working with our biggest customers wherein we extraction for point cloud batch inspection and greater
can understand ways to achieve the same degrees of quality at control over collision checking.
lower costs using these new material technologies. This is one PowerSHAPE Pro: The 2015 R2 release of the software has
of the opportunities, because these new materials and methods new options for reverse engineering for the design of products
of manufacturing such as combination of additive & subtractive and tooling. It also includes improvements to speed up and
will allow products to be produced at the point of demand.”
simplify the editing of product designs to make them more
suitable to manufacture.
In addition, an on-screen demo of Delcam’s award winning
Improved features & functionalities
patent pending HSM roughing strategy, Vortex, was presented
The summit showcased many enhanced functionalities to during the summit by Sanjay Thakore, Senior Application
the existing software, offering more efficiency, productivity Engineer, Delcam. Also, a brief on ‘Advanced Simulation and
and being able to do more with less resources. “We already Verification’ by Mark Dunne, Application Engineer, Delcam,
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was demonstrated on how PowerMill eliminates the risk of
collisions between machine moving parts and the workpiece.

Combining processes
There was an interesting presentation on “Combining
additive and subtractive manufacturing” made by Peter
Dickin, Marketing Manager, Delcam. The presentation
highlighted three main ideas—first, additive manufacturing
that offers a rapid route to make complex shapes, but has
problems with accuracy; second, subtractive manufacturing
that can give high levels of consistency and accuracy; and
lastly putting these two technologies together that gives fast
and accurate production of complex shapes. Dickin further
added in the presentation that additive manufacturing can
offer benefits in design freedom and part complexity. “It can
be combined with subtractive manufacturing to produce
accurate parts. To be successful, one needs: a clear process
plan, good communication between process partners and
realistic expectations,” he explained.

Other highlights
The session also included application of Delcam software
used in the user industry by DK Sharma, Vice President,
Godrej Ltd – Tooling Division; Dhananjay Jakhadi, Managing
Director - Shree Engineers; Vijayragavan, Senior Manager –
Tools & NEBULA Mfg, Titan Company, etc. Gautam Doshi,
Senior Advisor, IMTMA presented on “Improving productivity
with Delcam” and Dayanand Reddy, President, TAGMA, shared
insights on the current trends witnessed in the die & mould
industry, suggesting a road-map for the industry from TAGMA.
Bart Simpson, Senior Director—Commercial, Delcam,
presented a topic on Bloodhound SSC, a supersonic car
powered by a jet and rocket that aims to achieve a new world
land speed record of 1000 mph. Delcam supports Bloodhound
SSC with manufacturing software and expertise by producing
components for the car in the company’s advanced
manufacturing facility, Birmingham, UK.

“The next logical step forward is to
integrate the design software CAD
with manufacturing software CAM”
Pete Baxter,
Vice President,
Delcam Worldwide

“There is a lot of potential growth in
India and we would continue to see
more investment into products,
people and market”
Vineet Seth,
Director—South Asia & Middle East,
Delcam

data management, simulation analysis, advanced manufacturing
& metrology. Delcam is not the only acquisition in this space
that Autodesk has made. Autodesk acquired HSM Works and
other futuristic design companies also, which help our
customer to get more logical, efficient and appropriate designs
a lot quicker.”

Product as a service

The presentation by Baxter highlighted the company’s new
concept in product innovation platform. “We are moving
towards ‘product as a service’. Autodesk is making a big move
towards offering services rather than software that delivers
functionality. Between the two service companies, we are
offering more focused solutions,” he elaborated.
Further sharing ideas on future growth plans of the
company, Seth explained, “We are going forward to more
adoption of latest technologies. There is a lot of potential
growth in India and we would continue to see more investment
into products, people and market. We want that the Delcam
offerings should be used by everybody across the industry.”
Speaking on the long-term business objective, Baxter shared,
Enhancing market share
“We are building on combining the strengths of Autodesk and
The Autodesk acquisition of Delcam is lot more focused Delcam to present ourselves as a completely integrated cloudon futuristic development in the manufacturing sector. based solution that addresses every aspect of our customer’s
Emphasising this, Baxter shared, “We are offering four ranges business challenges.” ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01811 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
of solutions from concept design to detailed design and PLM,
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Moving to cloud platform
The recently-concluded Autodesk University conference in Mumbai became the largest such
event for the company outside the US. Serving as an interactive platform for design and
engineering professional, the event offered networking and learning opportunities to
attendees across the industry. A post-event report…
Autodesk, a world leader in 3D design, engineering, and Honourable Chief Minister of Maharasthra. It included key
entertainment software, recently held Autodesk University customer notes from Dilip Chhabria, Founder, DC Design;
(AU) India 2015, on August 7, 2015, at the SVP Stadium, Amit Sharma, Executive Director & Chief Operating Officer,
National Sports Club of India (NSCI), Mumbai. AU India is Tata Consulting Engineers Limited; Vishal Dudeja, CEO,
the company’s annual event for design and engineering Discreet Arts and Guru Prasad Rao, Director – Technology &
professionals. The event attracted over 3,000 participants and Operations, Imaginarium India. Various other key note
became the largest such event for the company outside the US. presentations were also made by Patrick Williams, Senior Vice
Highlighting this, Pradeep Nair, Managing Director, India & President - APAC, Autodesk; Amar Hanspal, Senior Vice
SAARC, Autodesk, said, “Design and engineering professionals President, Information Modeling & Platform Products group
got the opportunity to sharpen their skills by interacting with (IPG), Autodesk and Steve Blum, Senior Vice President,
the design community and also obtained Autodesk Worldwide Sales & Services, Autodesk.
Certifications at the event.”
With the participation of technology leaders from across
The event was grandly inaugurated by Devendra Fadnavis, the industry like Dell, HP, NVIDIA and organisations such as
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“We hope our efforts will boost
innovation in the country, promote
entrepreneurship and radically
change the way the world is
designed and made”
Pradeep Nair,
MD—India & SAARC,
Autodesk

FICCI and National Skills Development Corporation (NSDC),
AU India 2015 focused on the future of how things are made,
demonstrated the benefits that the combination of innovative
design software with powerful hardware can provide to solving
design challenges.
Some major highlights of AU India include project
demonstrations from key Autodesk customers on how they
used design tools to address business challenges and exhibits
from Autodesk Gallery—bringing together stories of
exceptional design and engineering from across the globe, the
Autodesk Gallery in San Francisco celebrates the creative
process and shows how people are using new technology to
imagine, design, and create a better world. Selected attendees
also had an opportunity to obtain Autodesk Certifications for
the latest versions of Autodesk software like AutoCAD,
AutoCAD Civil 3D, Revit, Inventor, 3ds Max.

design, collaboration, and machining in a single package. It
enables fast and easy exploration of design ideas for makers
with an integrated concept-to-production platform.

Teaming up with Fab Foundation

Autodesk also announced that it is teaming up with the Fab
Foundation to make Autodesk’s cloud and mobile software
available to more than 500 Fab Labs around the world and
their members. There are six Fab Lab centres in India that can
benefit from this collaboration. Autodesk made available the
following software to the Fab Lab community for free access
and training.
r Tinkercad — Tinkercad is an easy, web-based 3D design
and modeling tool for all. Tinkercad is a strong, robust and
simple tool that allows users to go from imagination to
design in minutes, and then connect to 3D printing services
directly within the app.
Empowering Indian maker community
r 123D Circuits — 123D Circuits is a free online tool that lets
During the event, the company announced that its cloudusers design electronic projects with Arduino, create
based CAD/CAM/CAE software called Fusion 360 is available
custom PCB boards and test with real-time simulation.
for free in India for makers, creative hobbyists and SMBs
This software is being added to the Fab Lab inventory list
working on a product that is not yet commercially available and will be incorporated into the Fab Academy curriculum.
with revenues of less than US$ 1,00,000 per year. Commenting Fab Labs are digital fabrication laboratories set up to inspire
on the announcement, Nair emphasised, “The Makers’ people – especially entrepreneurs – to turn their ideas into
Movement in India is still in its infancy and will require the new products and prototypes. Fab Lab locations in India
necessary guidance, platform and industry support to realise include College of Engineering, Pune; Fab Lab CEPT at
its true potential. Autodesk believes that the maker community Ahmedabad, Gujarat; Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur;
and hardware startups can revolutionise Indian industry and National Innovation Foundation, Ahmedabad, Gujarat; Netaji
we are taking this initiative to not only provide design tools Subhas Institute of Technology at New Delhi, and
but also an annual industry platform through AU 2015 to Vigyan Ashram, Pabal, Maharashtra.
garner industry recognition. We hope our efforts will boost
The event also encompassed several industry sessions for
innovation in the country, promote entrepreneurship and design and engineering professionals from architecture,
radically change the way the world is designed and made.”
engineering, construction, manufacturing, media and
Fusion 360 brings CAD, CAM and CAE together in the entertainment industries and offered networking and learning
cloud. It’s an integrated, connected, and accessible platform opportunities to attendees. ☐
built for the new ways that products are being designed and
> MORE@CLICK EM01812 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
made. The software combines industrial and mechanical
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Let’s build the future
Machines to build the future, cutting-edge solutions that give the possibility of achieving
what mankind has imagined, and technologies on which the improvement of the quality of
life depends: this and much more will be EMO Milano 2015. The spotlight will be on the
wide offer of machine tools available, capable of attracting users from all the main sectors
that use metal working systems. A pre-event report…
The organisation of EMO Milano 2015 has been entrusted
With the theme ‘Lets build the future machines’, the 5-day
by CECIMO to the operating structures of UCIMU-SISTEMI exhibition is expected to draw exhibitors & visitors across the
PER PRODURRE, the association of Italian manufacturers of world to find business opportunities, while creating value for
machine tools, robots, and automation systems. The the global manufacturing supply chain.
exhibition runs every two years in Hannover and Milan
alternatively. The world exhibition for machine tools, metal Highlights
working and technologies will take place on October 5-10,
Spread across 1,20,000 sq metres, more than 1,500
2015 at the international fairground of Fiera Milano, Italy.
The Ministry for the economic development has recognised companies have sent their applications to exhibit at the fair.
the fair as the exhibition events that are considered strategic German companies are leading the registration ranking, with
for the Italian economy and can give access to the plan to Italy, Taiwan, Japan and USA following close behind. Exhibitors
‘Made in Italy’ for its promotion and development, as provided will display machine tools, robots, automation systems,
Additive Manufacturing technologies, mechatronic solutions
for by the Stability Law.
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Image Courtesy: UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE

and auxiliary technologies representing international
manufacturers operating in an industry worth 64 billion €.
Around 1,500 exhibitors and 1,50,000 visitors from
approximately 100 countries are expected to take part in the
fair, which will benefit from its co-location with EXPO 2015.
“The fact that such a high number of applications have already
been filed for the world exhibition of the metalworking
industry reflects a worldwide upward trend in consumption,
as anticipated by experts at Oxford Economics,” suggested
Alfredo Mariotti, Director, EMO Milano 2015.
According to Luigi Galdabini, President, UCIMUSISTEMI PER PRODURRE, after the recession of 2009, in
2014, the machine tool sector started a new development
phase, which will surely boost the success of EMO Milano
2015 and of its exhibitors. As per Mariotti, “After having to
deal with a tough year in 2013, 2014 was a turning point and
the beginning of a new growth period for the consumption of
capital goods in Italy. This growth will get stronger and
stronger, reaching +4.6% in 2015, +5.9% in 2016, and +8.1%
in 2017. These developments will greatly benefit EMO Milano
2015 and all its participants.”

Showcasing Additive Manufacturing
This year’s exhibition will mark the debut of additive
technologies, a fast developing sector yet to be fully explored,
which has chosen EMO as the ideal stage to present itself to
the metalworking industry. A special area will be exclusively
devoted to Additive Manufacturing. There, exhibitors will
display machines along with other products designed for the
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mechanical engineering industry. A whole series of meetings,
workshops and conferences will take place during the
exhibition, including an event organised by UCIMU in
cooperation with AITA & CECIMO, aiming to highlight the
competitive edge, arising from the use of additive technologies
for specific manufacturing processes & processing techniques.
As per Pier Luigi Streparava, General Commissioner, EMO
Milano 2015, the event has always played a pioneering role,
anticipating market trends and presenting innovative solutions,
both in the machinery sector as well as in the fields of
accessories and auxiliary technologies with a particular focus
on unexplored sectors. “For these reasons, a special area of the
exhibition has been devoted to Additive Manufacturing, thus,
completing the 2015 world exhibition’s index of products with
one of the fastest growing technologies, whose groundbreaking impact will be felt in a very near future,” he said.

Building the future...
Thanks to its machines “for building the future”, as stated
in the exhibition’s slogan, EMO Milano 2015 will be the
biggest factory situated in an exhibition centre whose
pavilions will host the best innovations coming from the
world market-related industry. “The enhancement of world
economy along with the increased consumption of machines
foreseen by Oxford Economics for Europe and Italy will give
an additional boost to the exhibition, facilitating those who
will attend the exhibition this year,” said Streparava. ☐
Courtesy: UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE
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Grinding machines

Boring and milling machine

JUNKER, demonstrates three different grinding machines for grinding rolling
elements, tool blanks and internal threads on ball screw nuts. The company
has radically reduced downtimes on the
JUMAT 1S/30 KGi by integrating the
longitudinal and radial positioning
fixtures in the loading gantry. This move
has enabled the grinding machine to
achieve a good surface quality finish in
the internal thread of ball screw nuts
with a minimal space requirement and
short cycle time. The JUPITER 125
Internal thread grinding
centreless cylindrical grinding machine
ensures the perfect concentric grinding
of cylindrical workpieces, using either corundum or CBN depending on the
application. Centreless grinding enables high metal cutting output coupled
with a long grinding wheel service life, allowing for substantial production
advantages in large volume processing. The JUNKER Lean Selection speed is
able to realise several grinding operations on tool blanks in a single clamping
set-up. An ingenious automation concept ensures short loading times
Erwin Junker Maschinenfabrik | Pune

Far East Machinery CO | Taiwan

Email: info@junker.in | Tel: +91-20-2553-3896

Email: brian@femco.com.tw | Tel: +886-5-2133166
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Horizontal honing machine
Sunnen showcases SH-5000 horizontal honing machine, a low-cost,
automation-ready option for high-volume processing of smaller parts,
such as gears, turbocharger bushings,
valve components and pistol barrels. It
handles parts with bore diameters from
1.5 to 101.6 mm (0.060" – 4.0"), and is
capable of processing a wide variety of
part sizes, configurations, and materials.
The machine's 225 mm (9 inch) touchscreen
control features infinite part program
storage and intuitive setup and run screens
SH-5000
to allow inexperienced operators to run the
machine as efficiently as a veteran. "Saved"
setups in the control ensure fast changeover and high productivity. The
SH-5000 is factory-equipped with cycle-time control to prevent glazing of
the abrasives, automatic size control to minimise cycle time, and fixture
airline control for automating fixtures. Its horizontal layout facilitates part
loading and use of inexpensive gimbal-type fixtures, making the machine
highly cost-effective for processing large lots of smaller parts. The
machine complies with US and European safety requirements.
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FEMCO presents boring and milling machine, BMC-110FT2A that is able to
do chamfering, internal/external taper
machining, ID/OD grooving and facing.
It has a wide range of applications for
valve, pump housing, large pipe
connector, generator housing. FSK
tool system and facing head speed up
to 250 rpm make it different from
other brand of milling and boring
machine. This model equipped with
BMC-110FT2A
tool changing system with 60 tool
capacity is able to load 60 kg of tool.
Moreover, six axes of BMC-110FT2A and four-axis simultaneous controlling
offer greater convenience during processing. The rotary working table
allows positioning at any angles. Hydraulic clamping system brings better
precision and stability during heavy cutting. The X axis 2,000 mm and 3,000
mm, Y axis 2,050 mm, Z axis 1,500 mm and spindle can extend out for 436
mm from facing head end face. The maximum table loading is 8,000 kgs
and the maximal processing diameter of U axis is 1050 mm.

Cylindrical gear grinding machine
Klingelnberg displays VIPER 500 cylindrical gear grinding machine for a
fast and efficient production process. The machine is designed for
component diameters up to 500 mm
and specifically for small to medium
sized batches. To suit individual
requirements, the machine is
available
in
three
different
configurations: profile grinding, small
grinding wheels for custom jobs, and
multiple-wheel technology (K) as
VIPER 500
well as generation grinding (W). Its
configuration allows both profile
grinding and continuous generation grinding on the same machine with
minimal retooling time. To change the grinding technology, just swap the
grinding wheel, the grinding wheel flange, and the dressing roll. On all
variants, the optional internal gear grinding arm allows retooling from
external to internal gearing. Moreover, the special machine axis arrangement
is a contributing factor in the machine's tried-and-tested precision and
consistent quality, as well as tremendous flexibility. The innovative design
also makes for easy cleaning and achieving significant energy savings.

Sunnen India | Navi Mumbai
Email: sales@sunnen.com | Tel: +91-22-3913-6055

Klingelnberg India | Pune
Email: info@klingelnberg.in | Tel: +91-20-6500-3330
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CNC lathe slant bed type

Die spotting press

Benign Enterprise offers CNC slant bed lathe BMT-2546 that can be
configured to suit many different
mass productions with bar feeder,
gantry loader, built-in robotic arm,
or robot cell. The company also
offers the capability to have C axis,
Y axis, sub-spindle, servo turret and
power turret as optional accessories
with good reputation of very little
thermal displacement after long time BMT-2546
of cutting. Moreover, several
inspections will be done before packing/shipment; thermal compensation,
anti-vibration control, dynamic error compensation, hydrostatic system,
rotary loading system, laser calibration and ball bar tests are done to
minimise the possibility of defects and inaccuracy. The machines are built
with rigid structure and solid casting resulting better quality and accuracy
in heavy duty cutting. The company offers machines with high performance,
high reliability, and for wide range of applications such as automotive,
aerospace, medical, electronics, marine, solar energy, etc industries.

Dees Hydraulic has developed a closed loop hydraulic servo controlled die
spotting press. With micro-precision control
and energy efficiency as top of R&D’s goal,
servo system’s fixed-flow control is the
core technology used in hydraulic spotting
press. It can further improve the precision
of conventional design or overcome ballscrew’s wear & tear to reduce maintenance
cost. Energy efficient servo motor can save
up to 30% energy. Adopt pulse wave signal
handwheel jog down for micro precision of
0.01 mm, this could prevent damage when
spotting punch and die. Closed loop servo
hydraulic system could reach high slide Die spotting hydraulic press machine
repeatability +/-0.02 mm. The company’s
new technology will create a new direction with hydraulic die spotting
press, to further create a high-precision, low-power technology for the die
spotting process. Its main products include deep drawing press, die spotting,
press brake and related hydraulic press machine.

Benign Enterprise | Taiwan

Dees Hydraulic Industrial | Taiwan

Email: bematoco@ms11.hinet.net | Tel: +04-2323-3016

Email: sales@spc.com.tw | Tel: +886-2-2601-8661
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Mitre cutting band saw
Everising offers new economic mitre cutting band saw, model S-4633SA,
for structure beam cutting that provides not only easy operation but also
multi-function cutting. Rigid saw frame and wheels designing capable to
cut maximum 460 mm (width) x 305
mm (height) and gives good
performance cutting. Convenient and
easy operation for bi-direction angle
swivel -60° ~ 0° ~ +45° with scale
indicator provides various cutting
requirement. The blades are guided
by tungsten carbide inserts and roller
bearing offering rigidity and reducing
vibration. Hydraulic controlled saw
frame lifting and adjustable feed rate S-4633SA
allow the operators to always have a
perfect cut on different material and longer blade life. Hydraulic vise
clamping system ensures the pressure of the clamping and the stability of
cutting, on the basis of the cost and economic benefit. The other features
include blade breakage detector device, blade cleaning brush, hydraulic
flow down feed control and hydraulic vise clamping.
EVERISING MACHINE CO | Taiwan
Email: evrs@everising.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-2350-5300
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Public Notice
We, Lakshmi Bearings, located at 1571/31, Naiwala Street, Karol Bagh,
New Delhi - 110 005 have sold SKF branded products, which have
subsequently been identified as counterfeit products. Lakshmi Bearings
extends its sincere apologies for the accidental trading of counterfeit SKF
products. We acknowledge the harm caused by our aforesaid inadvertent
activities in selling counterfeit SKF Bearings which has an negative impact
on SKF trademark and reputation. Lakshmi Bearings will no longer be
offering SKF products, purchased from unsafe sources. We also apologize
to our customers who happened to purchase any of the counterfeit
SKF Bearings that we acquired and sold unintentionally.

Following message is conveyed by SKF:
Counterfeit bearings are highly unpredictable in their performance and
may present a serious risk, impacting the operational reliability, cost and
even injury to people.
SKF Group worldwide takes a zero tolerance approach to counterfeiting
of any kind and will not hesitate to commence civil and criminal proceedings
against any parties found violating the trademark rights of AB SKF,
this also includes manufacturing and making or distributing of counterfeit
SKF products.
Is it recommended to source SKF products from the authorized
SKF distributor network as the best way of safeguarding authenticity.
To know your nearest
SKF authorized distributor, please log on
to www.skfindia.com or call Toll free No. 1800 222 007.
Customers who suspect that they have been sold counterfeit
SKF products should contact SKF at genuine@skf.com for support on
verification of their products.

Public Notice by; Lakshmi Bearings,
Office No-1571/31, Naiwala Street, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005.
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CNC turn mill machine

Hydraulic thread rolling machine
Kim Union Industrial offers new hydraulic thru feed type thread rolling
machine, UM-75 that is set up with PLC
program and the HMI system. It is
convenient to modify the thread rolling
method by PLC program, and easier for
the operation. The hydraulic thru feed
type thread rolling machine features both
thru feed and in-feed (plunge feed), which
allows the rolling time and the rolling
length can be adjusted by the sensors.
The solid structure of the machine base is
UM-75
made by high tension cast iron FC-25
frame and heat treated. The steady feed
motion of the ground square slide way can avoid the jumping, vibration
and wear away. The perfect transmission of the ground-thread worms
with heat treatment progress can be matched completely and smoothly
with phosphoric brone worm gears. The thread rolling machine is
especially suitable for long length screws, ACME screws, ball screws,
machine parts, tool and automobile/motorcycle parts.

Taiwan Takisawa Technology offers new reliable and compact CNC
machine, LA-250YS with turning and milling functions. The turn mill
machine fulfills the increasing
critical cutting and multi-purpose
demands. LA-250YS has not only
modulated structure with C and Y
axis, but also has in-house 12 tools
of turrets with sub-spindle for high
accuracy. The powerful turret and
LA-250YS
spindle are produced by the
company’s in-house, under highclass quality control to ensure each item will perfectly suit with every
machine. The machine also features built-in spindle motors for both main
and sub-spindle. It is also incorporated with box guideway for heavy
cutting applications. The company is striving to achieve technical
breakthroughs so that its precision machinery products are able to keep
pace with changing market demands in every area. To fulfill customer
demand for products combining both high precision and also low price,
the company has developed new range of CNC machines.

Kim Union Industrial | Taiwan

Taiwan Takisawa Technology | Taiwan

Email: kimunion@kimunion.com | Tel: +886-4-2533-1131

Email: bryan@takisawa.com.tw | Tel: +886-3-4643166
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Turning centre

Sinker EDM machines

Kaifeng Machinery offers turning centre KT-16 that is built with 30°
slanted one piece casting bed to
provide the user with cutting
stiffness and perfect alignment.
The box guideway design provides
a better support to the bulky
tailstock. High rigidity body
structure is built to minimise the
vibration occurred during the
manufacture
process.
Hand
scraped
wedge
structure
KT-16
effectively increase the amount of
oil between the guideway and
undercarriage for a smooth and stable travel. Slant bed lathe has been
the company’s strength. For different applications and to optimise the
efficiency of production, each machine manufactured by the company is
engineered and built to the best standard in the industry. The company
offers wide range of CNC machines with high quality materials, strict
production line, and best management systems. All the machines are
qualified with CE safety certification and numerous patents.

Oscar EDM Company offers sinker EDMs including CMAX, CNC, NC, PNC,
ZNC series based on sizes. The large scale model S3010-2H features X-,
Y- and Z-axis travels of 100” x
39” x 39”, mostly being used for
automobile and oil industry. The
company develops its sinker
EDM into a higher revolution,
which is comparable with other
precision machinery. S430 ZNC
is one of the company’s best
sellers in India which is
designed to travel 400 mm in X
axis, 300 mm in both Y and Z
axes. ZNC S430 is traditional
S430 ZNC
type of sinker EDM machines.
The X and Y axes are operating
manually with the hand wheel around the work table. This model allows
it to fit into facilities with limited floor space and working areas. The work
table is 650 x 350 mm, suitable for working on small workpiece and
mould, such as electrical components, mobile phones housing, etc.

Kaifeng Machinery | Taiwan

Oscar EDM Company | Taiwan

Email: lien.chiou@kfm.tw | Tel: +886-4-2359-8133

Email: oscaredm@oscaredm.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-2338-5818
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Diamond tools

Strip & wire forming machine

Taiwan Asahi Diamond Industrial offers diamond tools for the semiconductor,
solar-energy, LCD, LED and touch panel working
industry. Many industries need diamond tools
for grinding, cutting, trimming, drawing, drilling,
moulding, pruning and measuring uses from
traditional to high-tech industries. Star
industries such as semiconductor, image
display, digital content, optical, biotechnological
and medical industry rely on diamond tools in
their various manufacturing processes. As such,
the diamond tools manufactured by the Diamond tools
company will enter the phase of high precision
and high growth following technological advancements. The company was
established in 1967 and is a pioneer in the manufacturing of diamond and
CBN grinding wheels, cutting, sawing and turning tools in Taiwan. It cooperates
with the largest diamond tool manufacturer in Japan, Asahi Diamond
Industrial and introduces new manufacturing technology from abroad. The
main products include diamond/CBN wheels, electroplated tools, PCD tools,
drawing dies, diamond core bits, circular saws and dressers.

Yih Shen Machinery offers YSM-36T strip & wire forming machine with
good processing quality. The machine
processes thickness of strip ranging
from 0.3-1.6 mm, and up to max
width of strip 40 mm; wire diameter
ranging from Ø0.6 – 3.2 mm. The
machine can produce all kinds of
electronic/lighting components, and
fastener parts in the automotive
sector. Moreover, the electric control
is upgraded to PLC touch screen, so
production information is shown on YSM-36T
the screen, making all the
information crystal-clear to users. The forming slides are with double cams,
so that when forming tool returns, it will be driven by backward cam. The
integration of backward cams and slide sensors prevents forming tools
from stucking, protecting the equipment and prolonging the lifetime of the
equipment. The machine is installed with INTERCOM automatic NC tapping
made in Italy, providing tapping solution for users.

Taiwan Asahi Diamond Industrial | Taiwan

Yih Shen Machinery | Taiwan

Email: sales@taiwandiamond.com | Tel: +886-3-3636971

Email: info@ysm.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-2337-5168
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Face milling tools
Mitsubishi Materials Corporations’ Advanced Materials & Tools Business
has launched the WSX series, a new low
cutting resistance, double-sided insert
face mill for general machining. The
innovative WSX cutter provides excellent
economy due to the double-sided insert
(4-corner inserts) and achieves low
cutting resistance by utilising features
of both conventional positive and
negative rake inserts. The WSX series
with the proprietary double-sided Z
geometry insert features a sharp cutting
edge with low cutting resistance that WSX series double sided insert
helps to control vibration. Chips are face mill
discharged outwardly because of the
negative/positive edge design. This helps prevent chip jamming and
damage to the coolant holes. Various other features include the unique
conical insert seat and Anti Fly mechanism (AFI) that holds the inserts
securely. The outer edge of the insert is not in contact with the body,
thereby, preventing damage if sudden fracturing occurs.
MMC Hardmetal India | Pune
Email: mayur.kulkarni@mmci.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6520-8430
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Milling cutter insert

Precision metalworking tools
From the esteemed IMC (International Metalworking Companies) stable
arrives the youngest member yet – Duracarb, which is
a full-length tool supplier with D-Mill, D-Drill, D-Turn
and D-Cut, in addition to the solid carbide range, to
cater to every application in the shopfloor. Duracarb
tools are engineered to meet the modern cutting tool
needs of customers from various industries, across a
spectrum of applications that include turning, milling,
drilling, holemaking, grooving etc. Apart from product
and process excellence, the company is looking to offer
the most customer friendly experience in the market.
Bringing together the pedigreed quality assurance as
Duracarb cutting tools
an IMC brand, and a unique price point competitiveness
to the industry, Duracarb is fast proving to be the smart
Indian choice for the indigenous manufacturing scenario, according to the
company. Manufactured in IMC facilities around the world, Duracarb
products and production systems incorporate automatic quality control
procedures and are certified by internationally recognised standards like
AS 9100 / ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001, to name a few.
Duracarb | Chennai

Seco Tools India | Pune

Email: sales@duracarb-india.com | Tel: +91-044-4904-8328

Email: Bharati.Sawant@secotools.com | Tel: +91-2137-667406
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Plain bearing

SCHUNK has developed the highly flexible manual chuck ROTA-S flex
particularly for users, who want to machine a possibly wide workpiece
range on milling/turning machines. It is a combination of the proven lathe
chuck of the series ROTA-S plus with
extended guideways, and transforms
them into large, light chucks, which
are particularly versatile in use.
Compared to conventional lathe
chucks used for large clamping
diameters, the weight with ROTA-S
flex drops down to 60%. It can be
easily assembled on a machine table,
and by using the optimised jaw quickROTA-S flex
change system, retrofitting can be
done within seconds. At an identical
table load much heavier workpieces can be machined, and due to the low
height enough space remains for the workpiece and the tools. For machining
smaller workpieces the extended guideways can be easily disassembled,
so that the workpiece accessibility has been considerably improved
compared to a clamping application with conventional large chucks.
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Seco Tools has expanded its square T4-08 helical milling cutter line to
include a new innovative insert mounting system for specially designed
inserts with four cutting edge capabilities.
The product line also now includes a new
MS2050 insert grade. Ideal for 2D
directional contour milling applications, the
square T4-08 helical excels in machining
challenging materials such as cast iron,
steel and stainless steels. Its strong,
reliable pocket seats combined with multiedge inserts optimise cutting stability and
allow for clean 90-degree walls. The
Square T4-08 Helical
inserts mount tangentially in the cutter so
that the cutting forces impact the thickest
parts of the inserts, allowing manufacturers to achieve the required levels
of strength for increased depths of cut with small diameters. In addition to
its high metal removal rates and cost effective operations, users will also
benefit from the square T4-08 helical’s versatility. The Square T4-08 is
available in M08 and MD08 insert geometries, and four grades.

igus has developed iglidur X plain bearing for applications that can be
really hot, cold or harsh. iglidur has been designed by the company for
extremely
difficult
environments.
These include extreme operating
temperatures from -100 to +250°C,
even in continuous operation and with
aggressive chemicals. The chemical
resistance of iglidur X makes it ideal
for use in inter alia, fuel pumps.
Traditionally other plain bearings such
as PTFE-coated bearings have at times
contaminated the fuel and damaged
the shafts. Now, the iglidur X bearing
ensures a longer service life of the
iglidur X
pump. One of the most extraordinary
areas of application of iglidur X was in
the "Porton Man", a robot used for testing protective clothing in the British
defence industry. The rugged iglidur X bearings that withstand the stress
of chemical, biological or radioactive materials are applied in all joints of
the robot being used for testing the protective clothing.

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru

igus India | Bengaluru

Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-4053-8999

Email: santhosh@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-45127810
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» Cutting tools
Cutting tool technology is evolving rapidly
to respond to changing demands and more
challenging workpiece materials. Cutting
tool technology has advanced dramatically,
and the right choice of tooling today can
fundamentally transform the process. The
upcoming issue would provide an in-depth
know-how on how cutting tools lead to
greater productivity and efficiency

» Coolants & lubricants
With urgency in improving efficiency,
companies are constantly working on
increasing cutting performance by using
better lubricants. With market dynamics
changing, it has created new demand for
new generation coolants. The next issue
focuses on latest developments.
» Machining centres
Multi-functional machine tools have
been around long enough in various
configurations for manufacturers to
appreciate their potential for cost saving,
and productivity. Elaborating trends in
machining centres, the upcoming issue
takes a look at how ‘doing more with less’
is aptly becoming the mantra in machining

» Industrial maintenance
Maintenance is a complex process that
is triggered by planned periodic repair,
equipment breakdown or deterioration
indicated by a monitored parameter. This
process requires planning, scheduling,
monitoring, quality assurance and
deployment of necessary resources.
The next issue of EM highlights aspects
such as maintaining a competitive
advantage with existing assets; increasing
productivity and reducing downtime, etc
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